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Executive Summary

The nation's aeronautical wind tunnel facilities constitute a valuable technological

resource and make a significant contribution to the global supremacy of U.S. aircraft,

both civil and military. These facilities are numerous and have diverse capabilities; they
are owned and operated by the aeronautical industry, the academic community, and the
aeronautical laboratories of the U.S. government, chiefly those of the National Aeronautics

and Space Administration (NASA), the U.S. Air Force, and the U.S. Navy.
The NASA aeronautical wind tunnel facilities serve both research and development

needs. The smaller tunnels are engaged primarily in fluid flow research, while the major
tunnel facilities have a dual role in supporting research and in supporting industrial de-

velopment of new aerospace vehicles. The demand for testing in wind tunnels and related
facilities is expected to remain high and may even increase because of the additional need

to verify or extend computational fluid dynamics (CFD) codes. As a result, the health
of the entire national aeronautics effort is closely linked to the health of the NASA (and

Department of Defense) facilities.
At the request of NASA, the National Research Council's Aeronautics and Space

Engineering Board organized a committee to review the state of repair, adequacy, and
future needs of major aeronautical wind tunnel facilities in meeting national goals.

The committee identified three main areas where actions are needed to sustain the

capability of NASA's aeronautical wind tunnel facilities to support the nation's aeronautical
research and development activities: tunnel maintenance and upgrading, productivity
enhancement, and accommodation of new requirements (particularly in hypersonics). This

report addresses each of these areas and presents the committee's recommendations for

appropriate actions.

FACILITY MAINTENANCE AND UPGRADING

The ASEB committee shares the concern of the NASA in-house Wind Tunnel Study

Task Team over the deterioration and increasing obsolescence of some of NASA's most
valuable aeronautical wind tunnel facilities. While neither the NASA Task Team nor the

committee recommends retiring any of the major facilities, three actions are suggested to

improve the situation.



First, common experience-based standards for the maintenance and improvement of
major experimental facilities should be established. Rigorous inspection and maintenance
based on these standards should be followed.

Second, a mechanism should be put in place to speed up the authorization of unexpected

repairs when the unique capabilities of the facility are in demand. Moreover, funding
practices and procedures should be developed that will lead to more expeditious responses
to both expected and unexpected requirements for maintenance, repair, and modification

of facilities. As a specific example of a desired output, replacement of the cracked pressure
shell of the Ames Research Center 12-foot tunnel should be made a high priority.

Third, wind tunnel components, particularly those related to wind tunnel control and

data handling, should be updated periodically. To facilitate this updating, it is suggested

that NASA accept a lifetime of at most ten years for wind tunnel control, data retrieval,
and data analysis equipment. To improve the prospects for funding such improvements, it
is proposed that control and data handling equipment be carried as an independent item in

each NASA center's budget and not identified with R&D funding.

PRODUCTIVITY ENHANCEMENT

Another concern of the committee is that the productivity of test work in NASA test

facilities is substantially lower than that of work in similar facilities in industry and other
government laboratories. The committee believes that the principal causes of this lower

productivity are inadequate staffing, obsolescent data processing systems, and inefficient
model buildup, installation, and removal.

Inadequate staffing (in terms of numbers, not quality) is a problem because it can cause
long delays in test data analysis and reporting. The commitee recommends that while it is

often better to reduce staffing at low-use facilities than to mothball the facility, sufficient
experienced staff should be maintained to provide on-line data for those tests that are
conducted.

Obsolescent data acquisition and processing equipment makes it difficult to provide

corrected data during the conduct of tests; it also delays the availability of both preliminary
and final reports. The committee reiterates its recommendations for the upgrading of that
equipment.

A number of industrial and government facilities have been able to force significant
increases in the amount of data obtained per occupancy hour by means of revised model
handling methods and new test section rigs and procedures. The committee recommends

that NASA review the methods employed in industry and DoD facilities and, where appro-
priate, develop them further for application to individual NASA facilities.

ACCOMMODATION OF NEW REQUIREMENTS

National goals in aeronautics, including those in both the civilian and military sectors,
fall into three broad categories: (1) goals related to subsonics and transonics, in which a
new generation of superior aircraft is envisioned; (2) goals related to supersonics, in which

long-distance efficiency and environmental compatability are stressed; and (3) goals related
to transatmospherics, in which the global issues of aerospace leadership and national secu-
rity are addressed. The success of future advanced aircraft, missile, and space systems in
satisfying these goals will depend upon both evolutionary and revolutionary technological



advancesin areasincluding,but not limited to, high-performance turbine engine propul-

sion; supersonic ramjet propulsion; multicycle turbo- and ramjet propulsion; aerpropulsion
integration; hypersonic aerothermodynamics; high lift; laminar flow and drag reduction;
vortex control; thrust management and vectoring; reduced observability; lightweight, high-

temperature materials and structures; and improved thermal protection systems. These
technological advances will require adequate capability for the ground-based testing and
simulation of real flight conditions, to be used in combination with computational fluid

dynamics (CFD) and selective flight testing.
After examining the existing national aeronautical facilties' capabilities, the committee

has concluded that additional facilities are needed to handle the new requirements for

testing. The need is most pronounced in the area of hypersonics, but some new facilities
also are needed to support subsonic, transonic, and supersonic research and development
activities.

Subsonic/Transonic/Supersonic Facilities

The committee recommends that the following facilities (listed in descending order

of priority) be developed by NASA to support testing in the subsonic, transonic, and

supersonic flight regimes:

1. A supersonic low-disturbance wind tunnel for studies of boundary layer transition,
mixing, turbulent boundary layers, and the validity of data from conventional wind tunnels.

2. A large-scale acoustic and prop fan facility for low-speed and high-subsonic/transonic

investigation of rotors and prop fans, if continued reliance on the Deutsch Niederlandischer

Windkanal (a facility in the Netherlands) is deemed unacceptable by the U.S. government.
3. A large vertical flow spin tunnel for exploring spin characteristics of advanced config-

urations (if modification of the existing Langley Research Center facility proves undesirable

from a benefit/cost standpoint).
4. An improved exhaust nozzle test facility to be used to obtain performance data on

exhaust systems up to the very high pressure ratios (and representative Reynolds numbers)

associated with high-Mach-number operation.

Hypersonic Facilities

While NASA's existing hypersonic facilities can make important contributions to ma-
terials and structures research, limited propulsion system research, and hypersonic CFD
code validation research, the committee believes that there is an urgent requirement for

additional hypersonic facilities. One of the most pressing needs is for facilities that enable
efficient test programs to be conducted for the development of integrated configurations
of hypersonic aerospace vehicles. These facilities should allow tests under conditions that
more adequately simulate full-scale flight than do the continuous flow wind tunnels currently
available.

The committee recommends that the following actions be taken with respect to new

hypersonic facilities:

1. NASA should consider building a new, quiet hypersonic facility reaching Mach 10 if

it does not prove possible to modify an existing tunnel to adequately represent boundary

layer and flow conditions.
2. An electric arc-heated, continuous-type tunnel design should be considered for hy-

personic configuration development at Mach numbers of 10 and above. This design concept



requiresfurtherresearchand development work beforea finaldecisionon constructioncan
be made.

3. Continuing researchand selectivesmall-scaledevelopment should be directedat

severaladvanced techniques,such as magnetohydrodynarnics,forprovidingflowconditions

suitablefortestingat the highervelocitiesofinterest.

4. NASA centers'structurestestfacilityproposalsshould be brought together in a

centralNASA planforlong-and short-termfacilityactions.The committee feelsthateach

of NASA's centersinvolvedin materialsand structurestechnologyresearchshould have

facilitiesfor hypersonicmaterialsand structuraltestsof specimens ranging in sizeup to

smallstructuralcomponents. Specifically,NASA shouldproceed with

-- Constructionand activationof the Liquid Hydrogen StructuralTest Facility

atthe Ames Research Center'sDryden FlightResearch Facility,and

-- Constructionand activationof the Langley Research Center-proposedTher-

mal Acoustic Loads and FatigueResearch Laboratory,ifsuch a step issup-

ported by the currentexamination of testfacilityrequirementsthat NASA

has initiatedwith fiveairframecompanies.

In addition,NASA should complete the reactivationofthe Lewis-Plum Brook Stationtest

facilitiesto support near-termdevelopment work.

Finally,the committee notes that no ground-based facilityexists,or can be expected

to be builtin the near future,ofsufficientsizeto testa largemodel ofan aerospacevehicle

with enginesoperatingat any hypersonicMach number. Furthermore,CFD isnot likelyto

provideanswers overallhypersonicMach numbers ofinterest.Thus, therewillcontinueto

be a requirementforflighttestingas a toolindesignvalidation.
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Introduction

At the request of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), the
National Research Council's (NRC's) Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board (ASEB)

organized a committee* (the Committee on Assessment of National Aeronautical Wind Tun-

nel Facilities) to review the state of repair, adequacy, and future needs of major aeronautical
wind tunnel facilities in meeting national goals (Aeronautical Policy Review Committee,

1987). This report gives the findings and recommendations of the NRC-ASEB committee.
The committee was to concentrate on NASA facilities, taking into consideration other

government and industry facilities, as appropriate. It was to identify those actions required

to provide the future capabilities considered most important.
It is necessary to clarify terminology before proceeding further. The ASEB committee

has taken the view that the term wind tunnel in the committee's charge refers not only to
conventional wind tunnels but also to related aerospace experimental laboratory facilities

in general. The term facilities, as used throughout this report, includes wind tunnels,
aeroballistics ranges, shock tubes, counterflow devices, static test stands, and other means

of gathering experimental data.

BACKGROUND

To appreciate the concerns that prompted the committee's study of the major national
aeronautical facilities, a brief review of the vital role of these facilities in aerospace research
and development (R&D) is appropriate. There are many aeronautical facilities with diverse

capabilities in the United States; they are owned and operated by the aeronautical industry,
the academic community, and the aeronautical laboratories of the U.S. government, chiefly

those of NASA, the U.S. Air Force (USAF), and the U.S. Navy. The system by which
these facilities are interlinked has been refined over many years, and is a significant factor

contributing to the global supremacy of U.S. aircraft, both civil and military.
The major airplane development companies in the United States possess their own

wind tunnels, with the maximum capabilities that their corporate financial resources will

permit. These in-house facilities furnish much of the design data in the early stages of new

*See Appendix B for the Committee's Statement of Task.
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development. As aircraftperformance and complexityhave increased,the amount ofwind

tunneldata requiredfordesignhas escalated.The companies now ratehigh productivity

as one of the capabilitiesthat must be builtinto theirwind tunnels for development

work, along with the more familiartunnelperformance requirements(size,Mach number,

Reynolds number, and soforth).Productivityhas,infact,been greatlyincreasedby recent

advances inelectronicinstrumentation,data reductionequipment and techniques,and wind

tunneland model controltechniques.In contrast,universitywind tunnels,and some ofthe

smallerNASA wind tunnels,are engaged primarilyinfluidflowresearchprojectsand have

no specialprovisionsforhigh productivity.

The major U.S. government wind tunnel facilitiesare some of the world's largest

and most powerful aeronauticalfacilities,uniquely capable ofapproaching full-scaleflight

conditionsof the many modern aerospacevehicles.Itwould be prohibitivelyexpensivefor

any singleaerospacecorporation,even thenation'slargest,toduplicateone ofthesefacilities

foritsown development work. During World War If,the practiceevolvedof carryingnew

aircraftdevelopment as far as possibleusing the in-house facilitiesof the company and
then followingthisup with designverificationby testingthe most criticalfeaturesin the

appropriateNationalAdvisory Committee on Aeronautics(NACA) facilities,at conditions

much closertothoseoffull-scaleflight.That practicehas continued,and proprietarytesting
isdone on a feebasis.

The major facilitiesfulfillan essentiallydevelopmental role,extending new design

verificationto areasotherwiseunattainablein industrialor universitywind tunnels.But

these new areas alsoofferthe possibilityof new and valuable programs for the NASA

researchengineersand scientists.The major NASA facilitiesthus have a dual role,and

wind tunnel occupancy time isshared between those in NASA performing researchand

those inthe aerospaceindustrytestingnew development programs. As might be expected,

the distinctionbetween the testsperformed by the two groups can oftenbecome blurred,

as when a development testof a new designrevealsa problem that stimulatesresearchor,

conversely,when researchresultscan be appliedimmediatelytothe benefitofa new project.

These arrangements forsharingfacilitytimehave existedsincethe days ofNASA's pre-
decessor,NACA. After the end of World War II,they were formalizedwhen new facilities

were added at both NACA and USAF aeronauticallaboratoriesunder the Unitary Plan.
Similarplansforjointuse ofa nationallyprovidedfacilityforresearchand industrialaircraft

development have been adopted by thosenationsinWestern Europe havingstrongaeronau-

ticalactivities,supplemented intheircase by internationalagreements when development

projectsareundertaken inconjunctionwith othercountries.In addition,government facili-

tiesin Western Europe have the specificresponsibilityto aidinthe development ofdomestic
aircraft.

The NASA and Department of Defense (DoD) aeronauticalfacilities,serving both

R&D needs inthismanner, areclearlythe most valuableaerodynamic ground-based testing

resourcein the Western world. Attempts have been made to assigna dollarvalue to these

resources;for example, the replacement value of the facilitiesthemselves isassessedat

severalbillionsof dollars.Such an assessment,however, does not recognizethe extentto

which thesefacilitieshave now become an essentialelement in the operationof the entire

aeronauticalindustryin the United States.Replacement of one of them, in the event of

failure,would requirea reconstructionperiodof at least5,and more likely10,years;the

financialimpact upon the industryofsuch a hiatusinitsdevelopment effortswould likelybe
much greaterthan the facilityreplacementvalue.Inshort,the healthofthe entirenational

aeronauticaldevelopment effortiscloselycoupled with the healthof the NASA and DoD
facilities.



APPROACH

The Committee on Assessment of National Aeronautical Wind Tunnel Facilities con-
sisted of individuals with industrial and government experience in aerospace technology

design and development including the design, development, and utilization of aeronautical
facilities. The committee's plan, in response to the objectives identified by NASA, included

the following:

• Assessing the expected national demand for testing in terms of types of facilities and
the extent of testing required, while being cognizant of the influence of advances in

computational methods on wind tunnel testing.
• Reviewing NASA, other government, and industry assessments of the adequacy of

major national aeronautical facilities to meet projected demand for testing. The
review was to consider both the need for rehabilitation of existing facilities and the

justification for new facilities in order to provide test conditions not obtainable in

present facilities.
• Assigning priorities to various aerospace facility actions in broad categories such as

``critical," ``very important," "moderately important," or ``not useful."

Prior to the formation of the ASEB committee, NASA established the in-house Wind

Tunnel Study Task Team to examine the conditions of its major aeronautical wind tunnel
facilities with respect to productivity, maintenance, and needed upgrading, as well as

requirements for new facilities to support the development of projected aerospace systems

(Wind Tunnel Study Task Team, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1987).
The report of the NASA Task Team was available to the present ASEB committee and was

supplemented by a large amount of information from NASA, DoD, and industrial sources.
The committee held three 2-day meetings, as follows: June 11-12 and July 21-22,

1987, in Washington, D.C., and October 27-29, 1987, at the NASA Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, California. During these meetings, the committee was briefed by the NASA
Task Team on its study and reviewed the study itself. The committee also was briefed

by NASA, DoD, and industry representatives on hypersonics technology needs and facility

implications. Finally, the ASEB committee members presented and discussed their views on
specific research and technology developments and facility implications, and the committee
independently developed the findings and recommendations contained in this report.
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Present Facilities and Their Management

In responseto a number ofconcerns,NASA management organizedthe in-houseWind

Tunnel Study Task Team, with both industryand government members, to examine the

conditionsofthe major NASA wind tunnels.This team completed an intensiveexamination

of the facilitiesat the NASA centersand collectedcomments from the user companies

throughout the U.S. aeronauticalindustry.In theirformal reportof theirfindings(Wind

Tunnel Study Task Team, NationalAeronauticsand Space Administration,1987),the Task
Team sounded a clearsignalof concern over the presentconditionsof some of NASA's

most valuable development facilities.It would be redundant to repeat here the details

of theirreport;the presentcommittee, charged by the ASEB to make a broader review
of NASA's situation,endorses both the NASA Task Team's expressionof concern and

theirrecommendations for urgent remedial action.The committee has attempted to go

more deeplyintothe basicfactorswhich have resultedinthe presentsituationarldhow they
couldbe correctedto bringNASA's alreadymajor contributionto aeronauticaldevelopment

up to itsfullpotential.

WIND TUNNEL MAINTENANCE AND IMPROVEMENT

In its report, NASA's in-house Task Team called attention to the age of most of the

major NASA wind tunnels (the average age is 30 years, the maximum is 57 years), an
observation which might incorrectly be interpreted as a recommendation for retirement of

some of the facilities. In fact, there was no recommendation from the NASA Task Team

to retire any one of the major facilities on account of age, and after studying the situation
independently, the ASEB committee came to the same conclusion. The committee did,

however, identify at least three processes which contribute to a degraded capability at
some of NASA's wind tunnel facilities. Since these processes give rise to quite independent
recommendations to NASA's engineersand management, they are discussedin separate

paragraphs below.
The firstofthe processesisconventional,predictabledeterioration,combatted primarily

by a rigorousinspectionand maintenance plan and by preprovisioningof spare parts at

known criticalpoints. The process,as appliedto aircraftoperations,isvery familiarto
the USAF and the commercial airlines.However, a bettermodel for NASA wind tunnel

PRECEDING PAGE BLANI_ NOT FI'LMED
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operations can probably be found in the maintenance procedures for the large electrical
power-generating stations, many of which are older than the NASA facilities and are
operating on more severe schedules.

Reports indicate that NASA laboratories vary significantly in their maintenance proce-
dures and that tight funding has led to deferred maintenance in some areas. The committee

recommends that operators of major NASA and DoD wind tunnels pool their maintenance

experience and compare it with the pool of experience from roughly similar commercial
plants. The objective is to establish a common maintenance standard, backed by experi-

ence, which thus would be much less vulnerable to funding exigencies.

A second process involves a requirement for unezpeeted repairs, usually resulting from
faulty engineering decisions during facility construction or operation. The current problem
with the pressure shell of the Ames Research Center (ARC) 12-foot tunnel is a good

example. Although designed to operate at a maximum pressure of 6 atmospheres, cracking
of the shell under pressure has now reached the point where operation at any positive gage
pressure is dangerous, and a new shell is required utilizing material and welding techniques

adequate for the repeated stress and corrosion conditions. The resulting unavailability of
a high-Reynolds-number test capability at Ames is particularly unfortunate at the present
time.

As new facilities operate in unfamiliar areas of temperature and pressure (the National
Transonic Facility at the Langley Research Center is the latest example) with differing
working fluids, more frequent incidents can be expected, requiring early modification actions.
The NASA funding process for facility repair is ill-prepared to handle emergencies of this

kind, as discussed in more detail in the NASA Task Team report (Wind Tunnel Study

Task Team, National Aeronautics and Space Administration, 1987, pp. IV-16 to IV-18).
The present approval process results in a delay of several years in realizing the benefit of

a major facility investment, quite apart from the further unseen cost of technological delay
across the industry. The problem is built into the approval procedures for items proposed
for NASA construction of facilities (C-of-F) funding, which do not differentiate between a

completely new wind tunnel concept and the necessary repair of an existing wind tunnel (if
the repair is estimated to cost more than $750,000).

The NASA Task Team has highlighted the ARC 12-foot tunnel problem and recom-

mended replacement of the shell as a high-priority item. The committee strongly endorses

this recommendation and would also like to see a mechanism put in place to speed up
the authorization of repairs when, as in the case of the ARC 12-foot tunnel, the unique
capabilities of the facility are in great demand by the aircraft industry and the research
community and the facility has previously had full federal approval. The committee also

notes that the use of a heavy gas (such as Freon 12) as an alternate working fluid in the
ARC 12-foot tunnel could increase test Reynolds numbers by a factor of 3. However, the
environmental impact of such a step would need to be assessed before proceeding.

The third, and most important, of the processes contributing to a degraded capability at
some NASA wind tunnels is delayed updating of/acility equipment, particularly in the areas

of wind tunnel control and data handling. During the lifetime of a facility, there typically
are major technical advances made in the area of aeronautics that it serves, and equally
significant changes in the technologies that it employs to derive its results. Advances

in aerodynamics, which have widened the flight envelope and required a finer tuning of
characteristics, have led to a great increase in the required number and accuracy of data
points. The wide use of computational fluid dynamics (CFD) in design has led to additional

test requirements aimed at validation of the computational models. Fortunately, these

increased data demands have been accompanied by great improvements in the speed and
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accuracy ofdata handling--both measurement and reduction(analysis);the development

ofdigitalelectronicsand computers has alsopermittedmajor improvements in wind tunnel

and model controlduring testing.
This increaseindemand fordatahas alsofocusedattentionon unproductivewind tunnel

occupancy time. In the past,the processof mounting, calibrating,adjusting,and finally

removing the wind tunnelmodel typicallyexpended the majorityofthe allocatedoccupancy

hours. Starting around 1975,wind tunneloperatorsat the USAF's Arnold Engineering

Development Center and in industryhave been able to forcesignificantincreasesin the

amount ofdata obtained per occupancy hour by means ofrevisedmodel handling methods

and new testsectionproceduresand rigs.In addition,the data reductionsystems have been

updated.

The productivityoftestwork inNASA facilitieshas been observed to be substantially
lower than that in similarfacilitiesin industry and other government laboratories.It is

difficultto be quantitativein thisassessment;estimatesof experiencedengineersplaced

productivityin NASA facilitiesat 50 to 70 percent of that at non-NASA facilities.The

principalcausesforthislowerproductivityareseentobe inadequatestaffing,lackofmodern

controlsand on-linedata processing,and inefficienthandlingof models:

InadequateStaffing--Lowproductivityisdue tothe smallnumber ofpersonnelavailable

atfacilities,not the qualityor motivationofthe personnel.*A major problem, forexample,
isthatthelimitedavailablestaffmust usuallygo on to otherwork when testsarecompleted,

which causeslongdelaysintestdata analysisand reporting.Preliminarydata are typically
not availablefor 2 to 3 months and finaldata are not availablefor 6 to 24 months; in

an industrialfacility,preliminarydata are usuallyavailablein a few minutes and the final

reportisavailablein a few weeks. While itisoften betterto reduce staffingat low-use
facilitiesthan to mothball the facility,sufficientexperiencedstaffmust be maintained to

provideon-linedata forthose teststhatare conducted.

Data Handling--Another major cause oflowerproductivityinmost NASA facilitiesis
the lackofmodern data acquisitionand on-linedata processingand analysisequipment to

providecorrecteddata as the testsprogress,and thus provideresultsand guidance as the

testplan isbeing executed.Modern data handling capabilityalsocontributesimportantly

to the earlyavailabilityofboth preliminaryand finalreports.
Handling ofModels--Finally,important improvements inproductivitycan be provided

with bettermodel preparationfacilities,quick insertcapabilities,and workable provisions

fortestsectionisolationforpressurizedfacilities.

It is essentialthat allmembers of the decision-makingchain, through NASA and

Congress,recognizethat some essentialelementsofwind tunnels,notably the control,data

retrieval,and data analysisequipment, have a much shorterlifetimethan do the basic

structureand machinery. The committee recommends acceptance ofa lifetimeof 10 years

at most for those elements. It isevident that NASA has always recognized the special

nature of such instrumentationitems,foritsfunding conventionsdo not includethem in

the C-of-F budget. They arefurnishedseparatelyas partofa NASA researchcenter'sR&D

budget. Unfortunately,from the pointofview of updating the facility,thisputs the center

directorin a difficultposition.The directorhas been selectedfor his/herinterestin R&D

and isbeing asked todilutethisemphasis toupdate the facilities.There must be a powerful

compulsion to defersuch updating foras long as possible.Therefore,fundingforupdating

*Thecommitteedoesnote,however,thatthereisa shortageoftrainedpersonnelinhypersonlcsand
thata cont'nuingflowoftalentneedstobe developed.
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the control and data handling equipment should be an independent item in the center's
budget that is not identified with R&D funds.

Next, the committee recommends that NASA should focus attention on increasing the
productivity of its major wind tunnel facilities. The methods employed in industry and

USAF facilities should be reviewed and further developed by NASA staff to be applied to

individual NASA facilities. Funding can then be applied, as available, to a broad updating
program, on a priority basis, to meet the expected future demand for wind tunnel time.

CI_D AND WIND TUNNEL USE

Another areadiscussedby both the NASA and ASEB committees was the influenceof

CFD on the futureneed forwind tunnels.Existingwork has shown clearlythat thereis

insufficientbasicinformationon turbulenceand the processoftransitionat high Reynolds

numbers, and that researchersmust depend on the wind tunnel for data to permit the

modeling of these processesby CFDs. The statusof CFD isdescribedin a number of

recentpublications(Dwoyer et al.,1987;NationalResearch Council,1983, 1986),and can

be summarized by sayingthat itappears that wind tunnel activitieswillbe significantly

increasedoverat leastthe next 10 to 15 yearsto assistin CFD development. The natureof

wind tunnel experimentationwillalsochange,to permit more accurateevaluationsof flow

characteristicsathigh Reynolds numbers. However, when the NationalTransonicFacilityis

modifiedto overcome itsstart-upproblems and the ARC 12-foottunnelisrecommissioned,

the NASA complex of wind tunnelswillbe adequate forthe task,except forthe problems

associatedwith duplicationof flightboundary layertransitionand relatedphenomena, and

any aerothermalproblem where viscouseffectsare important.

COMMITTEE POSITION ON PRESENT FACILITIES

The NASA Task Team, on the basis of facility user surveys that involved 17 industry

and 5 other government groups, concluded that none of the major facilities are candidates
for closing. The ASEB committee is in essential agreement with the general findings and
recommendations of the NASA Task Team, with the notable exception of the feasibility of

a large, integrated hypersonic facility. The committee does not believe such a facility is
feasible in the near future. However, it is believed that each specific existing facility should

receive close scrutiny before reactivation or updating actions are taken. For example, the
Task Team referred to the hypersonic complex as a singular, major facility. The committee
suggests that each wind tunnel and aeroballistics range making up this complex be examined
individually.

The committee believes that NASA's management and staff are sensitive to the issues

addressed here. In the committee's view, immediate attention and action should be given
to the above facility matters if the United States is to maintain its lead role in aeronautics.
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Aerospace Vehicle Programs and Their Implications for
New or Updated Facilities

The committee's second task was to review the adequacy of major national facilities

to meet projected future test requirements. Fortunately, some recent projections of future
national aerospace goals are available to assist in this task. In February 1987, the Office
of Science and Technology Policy released a report, "National Aeronautical R&D Goals--

Agenda for Achievement" (Aeronautical Policy Review Committee, 1987), that established
a cohesive strategy and action plan to achieve national goals in aeronautics, and thus enable
the United States to remain a viable competitor in the world aviation marketplace.

The goals, which include both the civil and military sectors, apply across the flight

spectrum and fall into three broad categories: (1) subsonics, in which a new generation
of superior aircraft is envisioned; (2) supersonics, in which long-distance efficiency and
environmental compatibility are stressed; and finally, (3) transatmospherics, in which the

global competitive issues of aerospace leadership and national security are addressed. These
broad goals stem from the vehicle classes identified in studies by the Aeronautics and Space

Engineering Board of the National Research Council (1984, 1985) and in the USAF's recent
classified Forecast II study of possible aeronautical technology and vehicle advances by the

year 2000. Table 3-1 from an NRC report (1985), presents some of the essential technologies
for the design and development of the aircraft classes discussed in that study.

VEHICLE AND TECHNOLOGY OUTLOOK

In the above-mentioned assessments, future programs and supporting technologies
were identified for a wide range of vehicle operating conditions for both military and

commercial vehicles. Representative vehicle types for the subsonic, supersonic, and hyper-

sonic/transatmospheric flight regimes are as follows:

• Subsonic--For the military, a new strike fighter, an intertheater vertical and short

takeoff and landing (VSTOL) transport, a multirole global range aircraft, and a

long-haul airlifter; for the commercial sector, advanced short-, medium-, and long-
range transports as well as commuter aircraft. Projected technology developments
related to rotary wing aircraft were judged to satisfy both DoD and civilian needs.

13
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TABLE 3-1 Essential Technologies for Representative Aircraft Types

Military Aircraft
Subsonic strike aircraft

Reduced observability

Aeropropulsion integration

Reliable engines

Supersonic STOVL a

Thrust management and vectoring
Integrated concepts and

operations

Engine materials

Advanced fighter

Supersonic propulsion

High-temperature materials and
structures

Supersonic high L/D b and

maneuvering lift

Low observability

Hvp_ersonic Vehicles c

Multicycle turbo and ramjet

propulsion

Integrated avionics
Controls

Cryogenics

Materials and thermal protection
Lightweight structures

Transatmospheric Aircraft

Propulsion

Aerodynamics/structures

Thermal protection systems

Lightweight structures
Materials

Controls and integrated avionics

Transport Aircraft d

Subsonic transport aircraft

Propulsion systems

Drag reduction
Materials and structures

High lift

Flight control (low speed)

Noise reduction (civil)
Commuter aircraft

Propulsion systems
Laminar flow

Supersonic transport aircraft

Propulsion systems

Lightweight/temperature-tolerant

materials/structures
Noise and sonic boom reduction

Rotorcr_ft

Noise/vibration reduction

Drag reduction

Control/stabilization

New propulsion system concepts

System validation

Extremely-High-Altitud, Aircraft

Energy storage and energy system
integration

Ultralight structures

aShort takeoff and vertical landing.
bLift over drag.

CAirplanes and missiles.

dcivil and military; short- and long-haul.

SOURCE: National Research Council (1985).
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• SupersoniemFor the military, the advanced fighters, the advanced technology
bombers, and VSTOL tactical aircraft; for the commercial sector, a new genera-

tion of commercial transports.
• Hypersonie/Transatmospherie--The National Aerospace Plane (NASP) program,

a joint NASA-DoD program, designed to help satisfy long-range military system
technology requirements and to spearhead the technology for commercial transat-
mospheric transports for the next century. In addition, for the military, hypersonic

interceptor-reconnaissance vehicles, long-range air-to-air missiles, long-range boost-
glide vehicles, hypervelocity weapons, extremely-high-altitude aircraft, reusable
aeroassist orbital transfer vehicles, advanced heavy-lift space vehicles, advanced

reentry systems, tactical missile systems, and strategic defense missiles.

A few additional comments on some specific technical challenges of hypersonic flight are

in order. Some spacecraft envisioned for the future will maneuver at hypersonic Mach num-
bers and be designed to closer performance margins than current systems; the hypersonic

segments of their missions thus will be vital considerations in their design. Atmospheric
braking, for example, has many advantages over retro-rocket braking. It is very likely to be

the preferred braking mode for future spacecraft intended to explore the large planets and
then to return to Earth. Similarly, space vehicles that must perform orbit changes may use

aerodynamic forces for orbit adjustment rather than direct rocket power.
Furthermore, the entire class of transatmospheric vehicles, encompassing both very-

high-speed intercontinental commercial transports (the "New Orient Express") and single-
orbit military bomber or reconnaissance vehicles, will be able to maneuver for flexibility in
choosing a landing site and be equipped with reusable thermal protection systems for quick
turnaround. The NASP program is a technology development program aimed at developing

such capabilities, focusing on single-stage-to-orbit and horizontal takeoff capabilities. This
introduces the concept of an air-breathing power plant that can accelerate the vehicle to

high Mach numbers, using updated ramjet and scramjet technologies. The most obvious
of the technical challenges to be overcome is the development of vehicle net thrust. At

hypersonic Mach numbers, the entire forward fuselage must act as a compressor for the
engine, and the entire aft fuselage must act as a thrust nozzle. Also very challenging are the

means by which thermal protection, thermoaeroelastic stability and control, and structural
integrity will be achieved throughout the large operating envelope of these vehicles.

The success of these aircraft, missile, and space systems will depend upon both evolu-

tionary and revolutionary advances across a very broad spectrum of technological activities
including, but not limited to, the following: high-performance turbine engine propulsion;

supersonic ramjet propulsion; multicycle turbo- and ramjet propulsion; aeropropulsion inte-
gration; hypersonic aerothermodynamics; high lift; laminar flow and drag reduction; thrust
management and vectoring; reduced observability; lightweight, high-temperature materials
and structures; and improved thermal protection systems. The wind tunnels and related

facilities necessary to support these advances are discussed in the following section.

I_ACILITY IMPLICATIONS

The NASA Task Team and the members of industry, DoD, and NASA who responded to

its questionnaires were generally aware of the projections regarding vehicles and technologies
outlined above. Their responses included a number of proposals for new facilities to support

these future developments. Chapters 4 and 5 detail the committee's recommendations after
discussion of these responses, and indicate the relative priority that the committee associated
with each item. In making these assessments the committee assumed a steadily increasing
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utilizationof CFD in the development process. In addition,although the committee's

deliberationswere specificallydirectedat NASA facilities,it assumed that the present

combination of NASA, DoD, university,and industrialtechnicalcapabilitiesand facilities

would continue. Most importantly,the committee postulatedthat trained,experienced

professionaland technicalstaffwould be availablein adequate numbers.
The committee concurswith the NASA Task Team thatthe extensiveNASA facilities

forsubsonic,transonic,and supersonicdevelopment,maintained and upgraded as discussed

in Chapter 2,can meet most of the testingrequirementsof the near future.The few ad-

ditionsrequiredto meet "NationalAeronauticalR&D Goals" (AeronauticalPolicyReview

Committee, 1987) in thesespeed rangesare reviewedindetailin Chapter 4.

The hypersonic speed range has been singledout for specialreview in Chapter 5,

sincethe goalsof air-breathingpropulsionat hypersonicspeedsand a single-stage-to-orbit

capabilityrequirea high degreeof integrationof the engine and airframe,with resulting

inseparableaerodynamic characteristicsto be understood.Resolutionofthisaerodynamics

problem isbeyond the reach of the nation'scurrenthypersonicfacilities.Since 1950, over

20 hypersonicfacilitiesfor aerodynamic testingand at least5 forpropulsiontestingwere

builtin the United States.However, many ofthe hypersonicfacilitieshave been mothballed

or scrapped during the lasttwo decades,a period of low interestand minimal funding

forhypersonic researchand technology.Of the currentfacilities,the majority are owned

by NASA, but thereare additionalproductivefacilitiesin DoD laboratoriesand at a few
universities.

The existinghypersonicfacilitiesreceiveonly briefmention in the reportofthe NASA

Wind Tunnel Study Task Team, in contrastto itsdetailedtreatment of NASA's lower-

speed wind tunnels.The reportputsforward a requirementfor "areal-gashypersonicwind

tunnelcapable of testingcomplete airframeconfigurationsat reasonablylargescale,"and

proposes an earlydecisionbe made regardingthe constructionof such a facility.This is

not a practicalproposal,at the presentstateof technology.The totaltemperature and

pressureahead of the nozzle,ifthe tunnelconstructionfollowscurrentpractice,increases

to valuesin excessof 10,000 K and 10,000atmospheres as the typicalflightcorridorof

an air-breathingvehicleistraversedand orbitalspeed isapproached. (See Figure 5-2 in

Chapter 5 fordetails.)Presentcapabilitieswould limittestconditionsto the very low end

of the flightcorridor,up to Mach numbers of about 8 to 10. In short,above thisMach

number range inthe flightcorridorofan air-breathingvehicle,itisnot possiblewith present

technologyto combine correctsimulationofthe combustion processin the propulsionunit
and correctaerodynamics ofthe flowoutside.

The testingprocedure being adopted for the NASP program may thereforebecome

the prototype for futuretestprograms in the hypersonicregime. This involvestestsin

existinghypersonicpropulsionfacilitiesat the lower end of the flightcorridor;above this

limithypersonicCFD willbe the integratingagent inthe design.

These comments do not imply thatthe existinghypersonicfacilities,within NASA and

elsewhere,are no longerof valueforair-breathingvehicles.On the contrary,such vehicles

willstillpresentproblems similarto those of the earlierrocket-propelledvehicles,and the

presentfacilities,with some updating,can make important contributionsin the following
threeareas:

1. Continuation of the materialn and structure8 qualification testing that was initiated

for the development of the Space Shuttle. The arcjets at the ARC and the 8-foot high-
temperature tunnel in the Langley Research Center (LaRC) hypersonic complex are typical
of facilities used in the Space Shuttle era to develop heat-protective materials and structural
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concepts. It is clear that further developments of this kind, and the facilities which support
them, will be needed for air-breathing hypersonic vehicles.

2. Propulsion tests at the lower end of the flight corridor. Lewis Research Center

(LeRC) has a 42-inch Hypersonic Tunnel Facility (HTF) designed specifically for propulsion
testing up to Mach 7. LeRC now proposes to bring this back into service, with necessary
modernization. The committee supports this action. Moreover, a larger propulsion facility,

but with shorter-duration runs (15 to 120 seconds), can be obtained by simple modification
of the LaRC 8-foot tunnel. This facility would be an extremely valuable addition.

3. Validation/calibration of hypersonic CFD codes. Although the true flight conditions

may be beyond the range of the hypersonic wind tunnel at the highest temperatures and
Mach numbers, comparison with experiments to validate or calibrate the codes under the
attainable wind tunnel conditions is of great value.
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New or Updated Subsonic, Transonic,

and Supersonic Facilities

In the course of this study, the committee reviewed the NASA Task Team's survey of

NASA subsonic, transonic, and supersonic facility needs and performed its own assessment.
The committee considered the question of the adequacy of wind tunnel facilities for the

design and development of a high-speed civil transport and other types of vehicles with cruise

speeds up to Mach numbers of about 6. A number of good tunnel facilities are available for
testing at supersonic speeds up to Mach numbers of 4 to 5. Existing subsonic, transonic,
and supersonic tunnels are considered to be generally adequate, with the exception of high-

Reynolds-number capability and data productivity. The facilities available for testing in
the Mach 6 region are marginal.

Although the existing supersonic tunnels are relatively small, with correspondingly
small test Reynolds numbers, this is not a major concern for supersonic cruise designs
unless some form of laminar flow control is employed. However, it is a concern where load

data are to be obtained at relatively high angles of attack. The tunnels are not suitable for

conducting laminar flow studies, and are not large enough to permit evaluation of integrated
laminar flow systems for advanced supersonic transports.

The above findings led the committee to a series of recommendations. The following
sections describe, in descending order of priority, the committee's recommendations for the

development of new or improved NASA subsonic, transonic, and supersonic facilities.

SUPERSONIC LOW-DISTURBANCE WIND TUNNEL

The significant increase in friction drag, heat transfer rate, and thickness of the bound-
ary layer accompanying the transition from laminar to turbulent flow is well known. The
advantages of achieving a much greater extent of laminar flow over aircraft and spacecraft

reentering the atmosphere have been repeatedly mentioned (Aeronautical Policy Review
Committee, 1985, 1987). Performance and efficiency of aircraft from the Wright brothers'

first Flyer to the Space Shuttle orbiter have been inhibited by the drag penalty of turbulent
boundary layer flow, but the problem has assumed even greater importance in current stud-

ies of hypersonic airplanes. Both the production of thrust by air-breathing power plants
and the drag (and heating) of these vehicles are critically dependent upon the state of the
boundary layer, and positive thrust minus drag is not easily assured. It is also recognized

19
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that there is great uncertainty in predicting where transition will occur in many hydrody-

namic and aerodynamic flows, unless some overriding factor, such as a boundary layer trip,
is clearly dominant. Under different circumstances, all of which are commonly encountered,
transitions can be brought about by different fluid dynamic processes, and each of these

processes is the result of a combination of numerous, interacting environmental and con-
figurationai characteristics. Because of the practical importance of the problem, its diverse

forms, and the enormous complexity that has prevented any solution, both experimental
and theoretical research are expected to continue beyond the end of this century.

The discovery that boundary layers on models in supersonic wind tunnels are affected
by disturbances radiated as sound waves from the edges of turbulent boundary layers

on the wind tunnel nozzle wails was a major event. It led to a better understanding
of the role of noise in boundary layer stability, and it shed more light on the puzzling
discrepancies that had been noted earlier between transition data from different wind

tunnels and flight. Following this discovery, the study of the fundamentals of transition
on models in supersonic and hypersonicwind tunnels was largelycurtailedbecause of

the realizationthat experimental data would be contaminated by radiated noise. The

disturbanceisdifficultto quantify,and itiseven more difficultto analyze itseffecton

transitionon a body in a wind tunnel. Unfortunately,the most directway to preserve

smoother laminar flowon wind tunnelwallsisto operate at very low Reynolds numbers,

but thisapproach runs counterto almost allof the otherneeds to be satisfiedby the wind

tunnel.Inotherwords,the noiseradiationcan be reduced,but the resultingflowconditions

are seriouslydegraded in valueforalmost allother aerodynamic testinguses.

In response to the situationbrieflydescribedabove, NASA has,forsome years,con-

ducted researchto determine how best to design a supersonicwind tunnel that would

provide reasonably high Reynolds numbers in a testsectionthat would not be contami-

nated by noisefrom turbulentwallboundary layers.This research,includingexperiments

with a pilottunnel,has ledto the proposalthat a supersoniclow-disturbancewind tunnel

be built.A descriptionof the proposed facilityhas been givenpreviously(Beckwith et al.,
1986).A designMach number of3.5 and a nozzleexitsizeofapproximately 20x30 inches

are planned. The designwillpermit the use of other nozzlesfor Mach numbers of 2.5 to

6.0,ifthatisnecessaryinthe future.

With respectto the questionsofsizeand simulationcapabilitiesof the proposed wind

tunnel,itisfirstnoted that the sizeiscompatible with a significantamount of existing

equipment incorporatedinthe design.Both thehigh-pressure,high-temperatureairsupply

system and the vacuum spheresforthe exhaustofthe tunnelalreadyexist.Moreover,ithas

been estimatedthat a largersizewould requireoperationat unit Reynolds numbers lower

than typicalfull-scalefree-flightvalues,inorder to takeadvantage of the extentoflaminar

boundary layersmade possibleby the greatersize.

Even though thisfacilitywould be three times largerthan itspilotwind tunnel,it

must be viewed as a researchtunnel.Nevertheless,itisreadilyapparent that the proposed

researchfacilityiswelljustified.The presentpilotwind tunnel isso small that ityields

onlya few inchesoflow-disturbance,streamwiseflowat the higherunitReynolds numbers.

Thus, the range ofoperationunder the desiredconditionsisseverelycurtailed.

Aerospacecompanies and government agenciesconcernedwiththe designofaircraftand

missilesforflightat Mach numbers of 2.5to 6 have urgentrequirementsfordevelopmental

testingof models under conditionsthat willenable the accurate predictionof boundary

layer transitionlocationsin full-scaieflight.Therefore,demand for a stilllargerwind

tunnelisvery likelyifthe resultsofNASA researchcontinueto be encouraging.The design
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featuresof a low-disturbancewind tunnel for developmental testingof aircraftto flyat

Mach numbers above 2 can be clarifiedfrom studieswith the proposed wind tunnelfacility.

The proposed wind tunnel would provide a flow environment largelyfree of noise

radiated from the nozzlewails and with reduced disturbancesin the flow enteringthe

nozzle,but there are other environmental and configurationalfactorsknown to affect

transition.The subjugationofan unwanted factor,such asnoisefrom nozzlewalls,willallow

investigatorsto focuson thosefactorsthatexistinthe realoperationalflightenvironment.

The gainin simulationcapabilityrepresentedby the suppressionofradiatednoiseisa major
achievement and an essentialstep in learninghow to achievelargerareasof laminar flow

oversupersonicaircraft.
However, thereisanother pointregardingsimulationthatshould be noted. In view of

the renewed interestin hypersonic aircraft,thereisneed for furtherresearchconcerning

transitionin boundary layerson highlycooledsurfaces,thatis,where the walltemperature

islessthan about 30 percentof the stagnationtemperature. Studieshave been attempted

in conventionalsupersonicwind tunnels,where the model surfaceswere cooledwith liquid

nitrogenin order to achievethe desiredwail temperatures. Unfortunately,thistechnique

is now suspected to have caused undetected frostto form, creatingroughness on the

models, and itisuncertainwhether the data at the lowesttemperatures are trustworthy.

This uncertaintyis relevantbecause it identifiesa researcharea that urgently needs to

be investigatedin the proposed wind tunnel and in flightexperiments. To explore this

phenomenon, itwould be desirableforthe tunnelto testmodels with surfacetemperatures
as low as 10 to 30 percentofthe stagnationtemperature without incurringfrostformation

on the model. This aspect of the designcriteriashould be givendue consideration.Both

stagnationtemperature and airdryness areofconcern.

The technologyinvolvedinbuildingthissupersoniclow-disturbancefacilityisstraight-

forward;no risksassociatedwith unproven concepts or increasedscaleare apparent,and

the designgoalsshould be attained.The greatimportance of boundary layertransitionin

the hierarchyof unresolvedfluiddynamic problems justifiesthe recommendation that this
wind tunnelbe built.No otherfacilityof thistype isknown to be inexistence.

LARGE-SCALE ACOUSTIC AND PROP I_AN FACILITIES

Comments from industry indicated that acoustic wind tunnel facilities are needed for

both low-speed and high-subsonic/transonic investigations of rotors and prop fans. NASA

has no capability for this type of investigation although such testing is considered essential.
U.S. firms now go to the DNW wind tunnel facility in The Netherlands for such testing.

This facility has a unique, large-scale acoustic test capability. Test section sizes and speeds

are given in Table 4-1.
A comparison between options available at the U.S. facility and those at the DNW

facility is given in Figure 4-1. The shaded areas represent the boundaries of the airflow,
while the outer line shows the size of the surrounding test chamber.

Comments on the U.S. facilities shown in Figure 4-1 follow:

LaRC _ × 7 meter--In addition to the chamber shown, the LaRC proposes to dig a
trench under the test section to allow space for anechoic treatment below the airstream.

ARC _0×80 foot--The ARC 40x80-foot test section has a 6-inch-thick perforated
surface treatment, but since low-frequency noise is not significantly absorbed, frequencies
below about 500 hertz require correction. In addition, out-of-flow noise measurements

cannot be made with this configuration.
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TABLE 4-1 The Netherlands DNW Wind Tunnel Specifications

Test Section Size, ft Velocity, ft/sec Velocity, knots

31x31

20 x 26

20 x 20

200

270 - 360

475

120

160 - 210

280

DNW 6 x 8 METER

v F = 155 KNOTS

LANGLEY 4 x 7 METER

VF = 200 KNOTS

AMES 40 x 80 FT

AIRFLOW
REGION

AMES 80 x 120 FT

Vr = flow velocity
L. F. ----low frequency

FIGURE 4-1 Comparison of wind tunnels for aeroa_oustic studies. SOURCE: National Aeronautics and
8pa_ Adminlaration.

ARC 80xl2Ofoot--Two options are being investigated for this tunnel. The one shown

in Figure 4-1 involves treating the entire test section surface with absorbent wedges. The

advantages are the comparatively low cost and flexible tunnel usage. The disadvantages are
low tunnel speeds and an inability to accommodate microphones located outside the flow.

A second option would be a "plug" in the test section to obtain higher velocities while using
the existing section as an anechoic chamber.

Rotor noise has been a critical issue for rotorcraft manufacturers and users for decades.

Reduced aircraft noise for civil applications is essential for both community acceptance

and regulatory compliance. For future military rotorcraft which may depend on reduced

observability for survival, the acoustic signature is one of the most difficult phenomena to
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dealwith effectively.To understand and predictthe sourcesofrotorcraftnoise,a U.S.wind

tunnelfacilitywith the characteristicsoutlinedinthe followingparagraphs would be highly

desirableand may wellbe required.

The facilityshould accommodate a 10-foot-diameterrotor.Industry and government

experienceindicatesthat thisisthe minimum practicalsizefrom which good data can be
obtained. Rotors of thissizecan alsobe fabricatedwith bladesinstrumented to measure

pressuredistributionto allowunderstanding ofnoisesources.A tunnelspeed inthe range

of 270 to 340 feet/second(160to 200 knots)isnecessaryto testrotorsat the full-scaletip

Mach number. Microphones need tobe locatedat leasttwo rotordiameters,and preferably

fourto fivediameters,away from the blade tipsto measure the far-fieldacousticsignature.

Ideally,the model and microphones should be located in a chamber with anechoic
treatmentthatwould allowmeasurements to be made down to afrequencyof50 hertz.This

would permit measurements of the lowestfull-scalefrequenciesofinterest.A treatment of

thistype requires10-foot-deepabsorbentwedges on allsurfaces.(Such a designisprobably

impractical,and the DNW's design,with 4-footwedges, is a more realisticexample.)

Measured frequenciesbelow the lowerlimitofthe wedges might requirecorrection.

Itisdesirableto locatethe microphones outsidethe airflowto eliminatemicrophone

wind noiseinterference.Although currentrotorsgeneratesufficientlyhigh harmonic noise

thatthe signal-to-noiseratioisnot a problem evenwith microphones inthe airflow,the very

quietrotorsexpected inthefuturemay presentdifficulties.Measurement ofbroadband noise
for eitherrotorcraftor fixed-wingcraftrequiresthat microphones be locatedoutsidethe

shearlayer.Minimum tunnelambient noisedue to fans,motors,and soforthisparticularly

criticalforbroadband noisemeasurements.

Given the recognizedimportance ofthisresearchand technology(R&T) activityforthe

achievement of quiet,high-performancerotorcraft,prop fan,and high-bypass,turbo fan-

powered aircraft,the committee ranks the need forthiswind tunnelfacilityas important.
NASA must decidewhether continuedrelianceon the DNW facilityisacceptableor whether

a U.S.facilityshould be developed.

SUBSONIC LAMINAR FLOW DEVELOPMENT AND PRACTICAL APPLICATION

Development of a new three-dimensionallaminar flowwind tunnel was proposed to
the NASA Task Team. Recommended characteristicsincludedthe abilityto testat Mach

numbers from low subsonictotransonic,quietflow,high-Reynolds-number capability,three-

dimensional-model testcapability,and an 8-foottunnel size.Such a new wind tunnel was

not included among the Task Team's recommendations. This committee concurs with its

omission for reasonsoutlinedin the followingparagraphs. The committee does, however,

have recommendations on how to conduct laminar flowcontrolstudies,and these are also

includedbelow.

Low-speed wind tunneltestshave contributedto the definitionoflaminar flowcontrol

(LFC) concepts and systems, but successfulintegrationof allthe complex elements of a

LFC system and itssuccessfuldemonstration requireflighttests.In the X-21 program,
the realsensitivitiesto wing shape and environmentalcontamination and the requiredfixes

that allowed the X-21 to demonstrate extensiveareasof laminar flowwere only apparent

in full-scaleflight.The NASA Leading Edge FlightTest (LEFT) program was needed to
demonstrate that the use of finelyperforatedwing skins (insteadof slots)plus a high-

liftshieldfor environmental protectioncan assurereliableall-weatheroperation of LFC

airplanes.Other flighttestshave contributedto the development of the boundary layer
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stability theory for transition prediction, clarified the impact of engine noise on transition,
and explored the limits of natural laxninar flow on swept wings.

Moreover, the remaining tests required to bring LFC technology to the point of applica-

tion in transport aircraft are only well suited to flight testing. These include verification of
the hybrid* laminar flow control (HLFC) concept (that is, drag measurements), the design

and verification of entire HLFC wings, and environmental testing.
One of the reasons that flight testing is more valuable than wind tunnel testing for

LFC is the requirement for large-chord Reynolds numbers. The chord Reynolds number
is much more important for laminar flow than for turbulent flow, because the degree of
laminarization, and hence the drag benefit, has a first-order Reynolds number dependence.
Even if it were possible to achieve the unit Reynolds numbers required for a reasonable

model size, the suction system design would be impossible, because the size of the wing skin

perforations (or slot widths) could not be reduced to the requisite scale. For valid wind
tunnel testing, this leaves only airfoil tests with close to full-scale chords.

The extreme difficulty of the LFC airfoil experiment in the NASA 8-foot Transonic

Pressure Tunnel (TPT) and the limited utility of the data from it are illustrative of the
limitations of large-scaie transonic wind tunnel testing for LFC. A tunnel liner was installed,
with contours above and below the wing separately tailored for compatibility with the swept

airfoil upper and lower surface profiles. A solid tunnel liner was necessary since the effects of
the aerodynamic noise of a perforated liner on boundary layer instability waves are not well

understood and would introduce a spurious, uncontrollable variable into the test. This need
is not likely to change in the near future, because the directionality of the imposed sound
field is important, as is its intensity and spectral content. The 8-foot TPT test apparatus

cannot be used for exploring off-design angles of attack, inasmuch as this would destroy the
two-dimensionality of flow for which the tunnel liner was so carefully designed. Moreover,
at off-design Mach numbers, the difference in compressibility characteristics would also
destroy the two-dimensionality of the flow.

The constraints imposed by use of a wind tunnel to conduct transonic LFC testing
appear to be severe. However, if conditions do warrant such two-dimensionai testing in the

future, the 8-foot TPT (with ad hoc side wall changes) could again be employed.
Upon completion of current LFC testing, the NASA Task Team has recommended that

the 8-foot TPT be upgraded with a data acquisition and display system that would permit

efficient non-LFC testing of complete aircraft configurations, as well as with a new sting
support that would allow a high angle of attack and sideslip testing. No neu_ NASA facility
could be provided sooner.

In summary, the committee believes that development of LFC systems for aircraft has

now reached the point where NASA R&D investment in flight testing and selective use of
existing tunnels is preferable to capital investment in a new subsonic, three-dimensional,
laminar flow wind tunnel. The committee feels that flight testing is a preferred alternative
for the following reasons:

• Only flight testing can address three-dimensional wing and fuselage effects on LFC
under appropriate conditions.

• Only flight testing can gather statistical data on the actual flight environment and

the effectiveness of contamination avoidance and ice protection schemes.

*Hybrid laminar flow control is a technique in which leading edge suction is used in connection with

natural laminar flow tailoring over the rest of the wing chord.
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• Only flight testing can explore off-design LFC characteristics of complete configura-

tions.
• Only flight testing can achieve full-scale Reynolds numbers with hardware of the

appropriate size.
• With flight testing, the spurious variable of free-stream turbulence is minimized.

• With flight testing, the noise environment is measurable and the directionality is
better defined. More control exists.

• Existing facilities can accommodate two-dimensional R&D tests that are suitable

for a wind tunnel.

THE LANGLEY VERTICAL I_LOW SPIN TUNNEL

In response to the questionnaire sent to industry and DoD by the NASA Wind Tunnel

Study Task Team, a need was identified for a vertical flow spin tunnel with a dynamic

pressure of at least 40 pounds per square foot and sized for 6-foot models.
While some of the support for such a facility stems from the fact that military aircraft

have increased in size and wing loading since the Langley Vertical Flow Spin Tunnel was

constructed in 1940, most of it arises from the twin thrusts for higher levels of agility and

stealth. Many of the configurations currently under consideration are expected to have

spin characteristics far worse than those of the more conventional aircraft flying today. A
number of designers believe these characteristics will place severe limits on how far some of

the concepts can be carried and feel there is a real need to be able to explore them early in

the design stage.
Construction of the present Langley Vertical Flow Spin Tunnel started in 1940, and the

tunnel was brought on line in 1941. It has a 20-foot-diameter vertical test section in which

velocities of 90 feet/second can be achieved, giving Reynolds numbers of 600,000/foot. Its

primary function has been the study of spin characteristics, aerodynamics, and recovery
techniques, although it has been employed to investigate the stability of various decelera-

tion/delivery systems. Test techniques employ both free-spinning, dynamically scaled small
models with the data primarily being optically recorded, and rotary balances, with the

testing generally being conducted on larger models than those employed in the free-flight

tests.
The data obtained from the free-spinning, dynamically scaled small models have always

been viewed with considerable scepticism and used more as an indication of potential

problem areas to watch for in flight tests than as an aid in the design process. Combined
with the rotary balance data, however, the free-spin data have contributed over the last
decade to a much better understanding of the phenomena involved.

The majority of work performed in the facility is requested by DoD, with proprietary
investigations making up most of the rest. Only a very small amount of time is allocated
for NASA in-house investigations. There currently is a considerable backlog of testing to

be performed, and the tunnel is being operated at a level of two shifts a day.
The tunnel itself is in good physical condition. The drive motor has been refurbished

three times since the initial construction of the tunnel: in 1955, 1978, and most recently, in

1984. The control room was improved as part of the 1978 refurbishment, and structural work

was accomplished during the 1984 refurbishment. The staff has estimated additional up-
dating would cost about $2.7 million, including installation of a digital speed control system
and variable-pitch fan, overhaul of the rotary apparatus, addition of a model attitude/rate

sensor system, and addition of a high-resolution video cassette recorder system.
Although considerable strides have been made in refining the test techniques employed
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inthe verticalflowspintunnel,thereisstillawide gap between the degreeofassurancethat

a designercan placeon the resultsofsuch spintestsand resultsfrom testsofthestabilityand

performance characteristicsof the design made in a more conventionaltunnel. However,

the verticalflow spin tunnel approach seems to be the only method of exploringspin

characteristicsshort of actualflighttesting,and thesespin characteristicsseem destined

to become increasinglycriticalin futuredesigns. Therefore,the committee encourages

NASA to conduct a study with industryofthe cost/benefittrade-offsbetween cooperative

constructionofa new, largerfacilityand modificationofthe presentfacility.

EXHAUST NOZZLE TEST FACILITIES

Anticipated advances in materials, structures, and analytical design methods have
renewed interest in civil transport and military weapon system applications for the Mach 3

to 6 operating regime. However, there are a number of technologies that must be developed
for both the airplane and the propulsion system before these applications become a reality.

The propulsion system for these applications will likely be a turbofan or turbojet for
flight Mach numbers less than 4 and a turboramjet for Mach numbers greater than 4. In

addition to the various component technologies that are needed, there also is a requirement
for test facilities in which ground testing in support of the development process can be
conducted. A specific component of concern is the exhaust nozzle for high-Mach-number

propulsion systems, and a nozzle static thrust stand is needed to develop design criteria and
optimize performance.

The currentand anticipatedgrowth in interestin Mach 3 to6 air-breathingpropulsion
systems requiresthat facilitiesbe availableto testand obtainperformance data on exhaust

systems up to the veryhigh pressureratios(and representativeReynolds numbers) associ-

ated with high-Mach-number operation.This isparticularlytruein view of the factthat

the requirementsfor futurehigh-Mach-number engineexhaust systems (relatingto oper-

atingpressureratio,amount ofsecondary flow,three-component forcemeasurement, and

instrumentationdemands) exceed by a largemargin the capabilityof currentgovernment
nozzletestfacilities.

A significantamount of designdata alreadyexistsfor turbomachinery and ramjet

exhaust systems forMach numbers up to 3,primarilyforaxisymrnetricconfigurationsand

relativelysimple two-dimensionalconcepts. Data applicableto the Mach number range

of 4 to 5 are much more limitedand are not adequate for the futurehigh-performance

turboramjetsthatwillrequiremultifunctionexhaust systems.

At high flightspeeds,awide potentialrange ofpressureratioand exitareaoptionsexists

due to designoptionsrelativeto inlettotalpressurerecoveryand bypassduct pressureloss.

Because of thiswide range ofoptions,a significantamount of genericnozzledata isneeded

to guide the necessarydesign trade-offsbetween the exhaust nozzle and overallengine

system. This type of designdata forfuturepropulsionconceptsisa criticalrequirement.

With regard to facilitycapability,itisimportant to point out that the pressureratio

requirementforthe high-Mach-number nozzleevaluationsisan order ofmagnitude greater

than that for currentnozzlesystems. The implicationisthat a very low back-pressure

exhaust system willbe requiredfora high-Mach-number nozzletestfacility.
Another important aspectofthe facilityneeds forhigh-Mach-number nozzleevaluation

isthe availabilityofhigh levelsofsecondaryairflow.The inletsizingforhigh-Mach-number

engines issuch that at the lower supersonicflightspeeds a considerableamount of inlet

airflowspillageexists.This conditioncan resultinsignificantdrag,particularlyifthe inlet
operatessubcritically.
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TABLE 4-2 Proposed Specifications for the Exhaust Nozzle Test Facility
at the Langley Research Center

Current Facility

First Step
(operational 1988/1989)

Final Step Improvement

(operational 1992/1993)

Nozzle pressure Nozzle pressure
ratio of 12 ratio of 23

6-component force
balance

Nozzle pressure
ratio of 1,000

Heated air up to 3,000°F

Secondary air as required

Water tunnel

In order to minimize the drag liability and provide improved inlet airflow matching at

flight speeds below the high-Mach-number design point, a bypass system is required. The
bypass flow is most efficiently handled by passing the air through a duct to an ejector nozzle.

The higher the design Mach number of the engine, the higher the range of flow capacity
that will be required of the nozzle secondary flow system. In general, the secondary flow
levels will be much higher than they are for current designs (by a factor of three or more),
and consequently, the facility capability requirements for new systems must be adjusted

accordingly.
The overall requirements are demanding. The high-Math-number systems will require

very accurate three-component force measurement, high secondary flow capability, very-

low-pressure exhaust, and a significant instrumentation capacity. Currently, no government
nozzle static test stands exist to develop and evaluate these systems.

At the present time, the only facility in the United States that has this capability is
at Fluidyne, a private corporation. The committee believes that the national interest and

need strongly indicate the desirability of having adequate high-Mach-number, air-breathing
engine exhaust nozzle test facilities within NASA. It is understood that NASA's LaRC is
proposing to modify its existing nozzle test facility to provide a fully adequate facility for
high-Mach-number engine nozzles. Overall specifications for the proposed facility are shown
in Table 4-2. The planned improvement in the nozzle test facility at Langley will more than

satisfy anticipated requirements for a high-Mach-number engine nozzle test capability. The
committee believes this proposed facility should be supported.

OTHER PROPOSALS FOR NEW NASA FACILITIES

The committee reviewed proposals for other new or improved subsonic, transonic, and

supersonic facilities that it felt did not warrant as high a priority as those described in the
previous sections. These additional proposals are summarized in Table 4-3, with committee
comments included.

The committee's assessment of the large-scale, two-dimensional, transonic airfoil test

facility proposal requires an additional explanation, since the great importance of airfoil
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TABLE 4-3 New Subsonic, Transonic, and Supersonic Facilities Suggested by Responses

to NASA Task Team Survey, with ASEB Committee Comments

Suggested Wind Tunnel Facility Committee Comment

Large-scale prop fan--propulsion

Engine static test stand

Large-scale subsonic propulsion/

airframe integration

Full-scale subsonic/supersonic

free-jet inlet/engine propulsion

system verification

Supersonic integrated propulsion/
airframe

Large-scale, two-dimensional,

transonic airfoil test facility

Would be advantageous to have but not
an absolute need.

Industry is developing capability; no

government effort needed.

Work apparently can be done by

AEDC/ASTF and NASA's 40 x 80

foot tunnel; no need for new

facility.

Good suggestion, but capability

apparently being developed at

AEDC/ASTF.

Most work can be done at AEDC/ASTF;

no need for new facility.

Considering expected CFD capabilities

and existing wind tunnels, facility
not justified.

AEDC = Arnold Engineering Development Center

ASTF = Aeropropulsion Systems Test Facility

design cannot be denied. Ithas been a major subject of aeronautical research since experi-

ments on heavier-than-air flightbegan. However, the justificationfor the construction of a

new large transonic wind tunnel for experimental development of two-dimensional airfoils

seems questionable for the reasons given below.

It is noted that wind tunnels are not perfect tools,especially in the transonic area.

Measured data are subject to the effectsof various deficienciessuch as flow nonuniforrnity,

free-stream turbulence, blockage, and support interference;moreover, simulation of viscous

flow phenomena isoften inadequate. At hypersonic Mach numbers, additional deficiencies,

such as the inabilityto duplicate real gas effects,are recognized. CFD now offers the

means to calculate two-dimensional airfoilcharacteristics with precision comparable to

those obtained in wind tunnel tests with the possible exception of drag characteristics

(National Research Council, 1986). There is disagreement on the drag issue,with some

CFD experts claiming that use of a computational grid of small enough sizewill overcome

the inaccuracy in computed drag. On the other hand, an even greater computational grid

density cannot disguise the fact that turbulence must be modeled in the computations and

that turbulence models are a subject of continuing research.

Itisimportant to keep inmind the rapid growth of CFD capability vis-a-visthe lengthy

gestation time that characterizes the birth of new test facilities.The former capability

should advance significantlyin the minimum time period (at least 5 years) that would

elapse before a new wind tunnel would come on line.

Finally,itisnoted that there are several wind tunnels in the United States and abroad
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which seem reasonably adequate for research on two-dimensional airfoils. Existing tunnels
where airfoil work is done include the 3 x 7.5-foot Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel (subsonic)

and the National Transonic Facility at the Langley Research Center, as well as the 5xS-foot
National Aeronautical Establishment (NAE) tunnel in Canada. Other examples can be

identified (Pe_aranda and Fredar, 1985).
Considering the probable status of wind tunnel and CFD capabilities with regard to the

development of airfoils in the 1990s, as well as the inventory of existing wind tunnels, the
committee concluded that there is inadequate justification for proposing the construction

of a new transonic wind tunnel for airfoil development.
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Hypersonic Facilities

GENERAL DISCUSSION

Some representative hypersonic vehicle flight corridors are sketched in Figure 5-1. It
should be noted that there is now interest in aircraft that would cruise at a design point(s)

lying within the hypersonic, high-altitude area of this figure. Figure 5-2 presents the

isentropic stagnation or reservoir temperatures and pressures corresponding to flight in

the Earth's atmosphere. These two figures illustrate the central problem confronted by

designers of hypervelocity, as opposed to merely hypersonic, aerospace test facilities.

However, the formidable reservoir conditions are only a part of the total problem when

nonequilibrium real-gas processes arise. Then, not only the fluid properties but also the

physical dimensions become significant, i.e., complete simulation demands full-scale size.

Nonequilibrium air species processes typically become significant in high-speed flight above

an altitude of approximately 50 kilometers (160,000 feet). However, because hypersonic wind

tunnels normally are operated with lower air densities than exist at equal Mach numbers

in flight, some degree of nonequilibrium in wind tunnels operated at high temperatures is

likely under all flow conditions.
Efforts to achieve the desired higher velocities and other flow conditions have not been

lacking. However, work on that problem has been curtailed since the 1970s. Direct means

of energizing the wind tunnel testing medium, by means of electric arcs or by seeding and
accelerating the medium through magnetohydrodynamics, leave the flow constituents and

chemical process rates altered to a degree that has not yet been fully evaluated.

The relaxing of certain requirements can sometimes be acceptable if the objectives

of specific tests are limited. For example, purely aerodynamic testing requires Mach and

Reynolds number duplication and cold walls on the model, but it does not require tempera-

ture or enthalpy duplication if real gas effects can be ignored. For aerothermal testing, total

temperature and pressure conditions and a scale suitable for the introduction of full-scale

structural elements must be provided, but not necessarily full-scale Mach and/or Reynolds

numbers. These temperature/pressure conditions are assumed to be known. Aeropropul-

sion testing, as of this writing, appears to require complete duplication of flow conditions

and physical size.
While some compromises must be accepted so that experimental data can be obtained,
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FIGURE 5-1 Typical manned lifting entry trajectories and continuous flight corridor in Earth's atmo-

sphere. SOURUE: Adapted from Sullivan et ol. (1969).

the serious deficiency in the simulation of flight conditions of existing hypervelocity exper-
imental facilities cannot be ignored. It will become a greater handicap as air-breathing
hypervelocity vehicles are developed. Thus, it may be said that the question of feasibility
looms very large when hypervelocity facilities are considered, and the full complement of
CFD, flight testing, aeroballistics ranges, shock tubes, and all types of conventional and

unconventional wind tunnels should be exploited as appropriate in test planning.
More detailed remarks on specific hypersonic wind tunnel categories and related facili-

ties are presented in the following sections, in which the committee makes recommendations

for research activities on specific types of hypersonic facilities.

NEW OR UPDATED HYPERSONIC FACILITIES

Configuration Development Testing in the Mach 6 to 10 Regime

There isan urgent requirementfor laboratoryfacilitiesthat willenable the efficient

conduct ofdevelopment testprograms forintegratedconfigurationsofhypersonicaerospace
vehiclesunder conditionsthat more fullysimulate full-scaleflightthan the continuous

flow wind tunnels now availablepermit. The three generaltypes of testingconsidered

are aerodynamic/aerothermodynamic, propulsionsystem integration(includinginternal

flowswith combustion),and structures/materials.Because ofdifferencesin the particular

requirementsoftheseclassesoftestingand thecompromises thatmay be acceptedinstriving
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to satisfythose requirements, this section excludes discussion of structures/materials test

facilities.That topic isdiscussed laterin this chapter.

The formidable problems that arise when engineers attempt to build wind tunnels

capable of duplicating the flightenvironment of typicalhypersonic craft have been widely

and exhaustively reviewed. The book by Nelson (1964), which is now over 24 years old,

gives a good appreciation of these problems, reflectingthe small progress that has been
made since that time. A somewhat more recent review isavailable (Lukasiewicz, 1973).
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Sincethe Mach number 8 to I0 regimeiswhere improvements inlaboratorysimulation

capabilitiesareclearlyneeded and where the means seem to be available,thereisreasonto

devoteattentiontothatregime.The regimeincludessignificanthypersonicflowphenomena,

and itdefinesthe currenttechnologicalupper limitof flowsimulationinthe types ofwincl
tunnelsappropriateforconfigurationdevelopment programs.

Severaltypes of tunnelsthat are alreadyoperationalprovideeithernear-perfect-gas,

continuous flow,Mach 10 conditionsat lower than desiredstagnationpressuresand en-

thalpiesor real-gas(possiblynonequilibrium)Mach 10 conditionsat desiredstagnation

conditionswith an impulse or very-short-run-timemode of operation. In thisdiscussion,
impulse is taken to denote useful run times on the order of fractions of seconds. Tunnels
with useful run times measured in seconds are designated intermittent or blowdown tunnels.

The continuous flow facility offers high data productivity and relatively high data precision.

The impulse tunnel offers only very low productivity and moderate data precision, but
it can provide the desired hypersonic, cold wall, viscid-inviscid conditions. The real-gas
feature, however, is of limited utility because simulation of flight conditions requires both
thermo-chemical-kinetic equilibrium in the free stream and full-scale vehicle dimensions if

appreciable nonequilibrium gas phenomena occur in the vehicle flow field. In flight at hy-
personic Mach numbers, the nonequilibrium condition of air processes seems to be evident
at altitudes above roughly 50 kilometers (160,000 feet).

It is feasible at this time to construct wind tunnels that duplicate total pressure and

enthalpy in air corresponding to flight at Mach 10 at altitudes of 40 kilometers (131,000
feet), which is in the middle of the continuous flight corridor. Higher altitudes can also

be simulated at Mach 10. However, unless the tunnels are very large, with test section
dimensions of several meters, the testing conditions will not allow Reynolds numbers to

be as large as desired for the configuration development of complete hypersonic aerospace
vehicles.

The different wind tunnel designs entail some compromises. The basic requirements
that should be satisfied include the following:

• A high degree of simulation of the cold wall viscid-inviscid interaction and real-gas
phenomena of the Mach 6 to 10 flight regime, plus low-disturbance flow for studying
boundary layer transition. At this time, it is far from clear that the last condition

can be met in any of the tunnel designs discussed in this section. It is a subject
of continuing research. Therefore, the goal is assumed to be a free-stream flow

of high uniformity and low disturbance levels, i.e., low vorticity, low temperature
"spottiness," low noise, and low particulate contamination. Although low is not

defined here, a quantitative sense may be conveyed by saying that it means much
lower than that in hypersonic tunnels now in existence. Transition is discussed more
fully below.

• High data precision, which depends upon quality of flow, thoroughness of flow
diagnostics, and other conditions required for precise measurement.

• Large test section, broad range of unit Reynolds numbers, and acceptable level of
data productivity for highly critical configuration development testing.

• Capability for operation at both high Reynolds numbers and very low Reynolds
numbers so that the aerodynamics of flight at extremely high altitudes (70 to 100
kilometers) can be studied.

Satisfaction of all of these requirements in one type of facility does not now seem
feasible. Facility types that satisfy some of the requirements are discussed below.

The conventional continuous flow tunnels are deficient in all respects except with regard
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to Mach number, productivity, and precision. An adequate number of these facilities already
exist.

Intermittent or blowdown tunnels, which achieve higher stagnation pressures and en-

thalpies by heating air in large tanks partly filled with hot refractory pebbles or bricks,
may have appreciably higher stagnation enthalpies than the continuous flow tunnels do.

However, Mach 10 flight levels of total enthaipy are not attained, and productivity suffers
because of the intermittent mode of operation. The addition of heat by burning fuels such

as methane or hydrogen in the flow and then replenishing the depleted oxygen by injecting

cold oxygen downstream of the burner is a means for reaching flight levels of total enthalpy.
Unfortunately, a large amount of water is formed during this process, which appears to be
a serious detriment to accurate measurements.

Continuous flow tunnels operated with nitrogen, electrically heated by graphite heating
elements, can be made to match or exceed the stagnation conditions of the intermittent
tunnels, but they are marginal, at best, with regard to enthalpy. When operated with

nitrogen, they are near-perfect-gas tunnels. There is the possibility of mixing heated

nitrogen with oxygen to produce air at approximately 2,400 K (4,000°F). Although this
temperature is much lower than the total temperature of flight at Mach 10 (3,000 to 4,000 K),
the conditions would be favorable for good viscid-inviscid simulation, well-calibrated flows,

and high productivity.
Electric-arc-heated tunnels can attain very high temperatures or enthalpies, which

makes this type of tunnel appealing. At the current state of the art, a maximum feasible
total pressure of roughly 200 atmospheres limits unit Reynolds numbers of continuous or

near continuous flow, arc-heated tunnels. There are some who believe that this pressure can
be approximately doubled by further work. Aided by current and developing flow diagnostic

techniques, this type of tunnel would offer most of the advantages of the continuous flow
tunnels operated with nitrogen, plus flight levels of total enthalpy. It would also provide the
opportunity to conduct experiments on real-gas phenomena, though probably not simulating

real-gas conditions during flight because of nonequilibrium in the flow expansion process,
contamination by the arc electrodes, and other non-flight flow qualities. The advantages of

high attainable enthalpies and real-gas experimentation at least partly offset the deficiency
in maximum achievable Reynolds number, which characterizes all continuous flow tunnels

to some degree. Depending on size, the power requirement for a large, arc-heated tunnel

could be several hundred megawatts.
Impulse-type tunnels offer the highest stagnation pressures and enthalpies, can be of

large size, and appear to be generally superior for satisfaction of the given requirements
in all respects except for productivity. Some flow quality and data precision issues with
respect to impulse-type tunnels are arguable. Unfortunately, the versions of impulse-type
tunnels that produce the most desirable stagnation conditions also have the shortest run
times. Although it may be debated, it does not seem certain that the impulse-type tunnel

would be suitable for configuration development test programs. It does appear to be a
valuable tool for research and specialized testing, which would take advantage of its high-

end stagnation conditions and flexibility in Mach and Reynolds numbers. The impulse-type
facility also offers the advantage of cold surface testing without extensive model cooling.

It is recommended that the electric-arc-heated tunnel be considered for the aerody-

namic/aerothermodynamic and propulsion configuration development role for Mach num-
bers up to 10. Actually, maximum Mach numbers of 20 or more would be attainable at
low stream temperatures, and testing at Mach numbers above 10 undoubtedly would be

conducted. As explained above, the continuous flow tunnel operated with nitrogen rep-
resents less risk but is more limited in its simulation capability. It could be regarded as
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a fall-backdesignifstudieslead to the conclusionthat the arc-heatedtunnel isnot the

bettersolution.The electric-arc-heatedtunnelhas riskswith regardto flowsteadinessand

contamination becauseofthe arc-heatingprocess.Inthe past,thishas imposed a limitation

on the maximum usabletotalpressure.However, by use ofa settlingchamber and careful

design,itis thought that these adverse featurescan be controlledwhen the maximum

enthalpy attainablefrom the heatingprocessisnot the goal.

The dual rolesof the continuousflowtunnelsoperated with nitrogenand the electric-

arc-heatedtunnelsdiscussedabove should not be neglected--thatis,although totaltem-

peraturesand pressureswould match free-flightvaluesonly up to Mach numbers around

10, the facilitiesalsowould be availablefortestingin the Mach 20 regime, although at

these high Mach numbers, itisnot known how to simulatefullyallthe time-dependent

processesoccurringin such high-temperatureflows.Thus, heavy use seems assured. The

important supplemental rolesofthe higher-performance,impulse-typewind tunneland the

free-flight(or tracked)aeroballisticsrange obviouslyshould be integratedintohypersonic

testprograms inordertorealizethe particularadvantagesofferedby eachtype oflaboratory

facility.Free-flighttestingshould alsobe regardedas another optionforhypersonicR&D.

In general,the olderfacilitiesmay be used untilmore advanced wind tunnelsare available,

but updating would seem to be unjustifiedin caseswhere simulationof hypersonic flight

conditionsisinadequate.

Boundary Layer Transition in Hypersonic Flow and Implications for Wind Tunnels

Aerodynamic heating is the dominant aerothermal problem faced by designers of hy-
personic vehicles. Skin friction drag and inefficiencies caused by boundary layers in inlets
of air-breathing propulsion systems are also concerns. These all are affected in major ways

by the transition from laminar to turbulent flow, so the performance, safety, and efficiency
of hypersonic aerospace vehicles often will be critically dependent on the extent of laminar
flow maintained in flight. The potential for achieving large areas of laminar flow seems to

be a feature of hypersonic flows, but that advantage often has not been realized in practice,
and the reasons remain obscure.

Neither the general importance nor the status of research on hypersonic boundary

layer transition will be reviewed here. The practical significance has been emphasized
in numerous publications, two of the most recent being the Aeronautical Policy Review

Committee reports (1985 and 1987). The status of research is constantly changing and is
a subject that is outside the scope of this report. A reasonably recent review is available
(Reshotko, 1976), and an extensive sample of still more recent research is contained in
Kozlov (1985).

Hypersonic flow conditions create extra difficulties when boundary layer transition is

analyzed. Density and velocity fluctuations occur, extreme differences in temperatures
across the boundary layer strongly affect its stability, large inviscid gradients transverse
to the boundary layer arise, and there may be ablation of surface material to add to the
complexity of the analysis. At this time, little is known about the influence on transition

of real-gas thermo-chemical-kinetic processes and catalytic recombination of dissociated
air species on vehicle surfaces. These are known as hypersonic phenomena, but their
interrelation with transition is unknown.

It should be noted that transition in the classical two-dimensional flow, streamwise
mode is not the only area of concern. Transition on aerospace vehicles may also be related

to separated shear layer instability, crossflow instability, attachment line contamination,
or G6rtler instability. The mode by which transition occurs may vary with vehicle type,
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attitude, speed, altitude, or location on the vehicle. The great importance of transition in
the context of hypersonic vehicle technology makes it highly desirable that engineers be
able to determine the transition locations on new designs prior to full-scale flight.

The long history of research on boundary layer stability and transition is replete with

examples of experiments where the particular laboratory conditions so profoundly affected
the data that much of the general value of the data was lost. Even subsonic wind tunnels
frustrate their users with subtle effects of noise and free-stream turbulence that are not

yet fully understood. At the present time, it is thought, and experiments seem to confirm,
that low noise, low stream vorticity, low temperature spottiness, and low stream particulate
content are the chief requirements to be satisfied by a wind tunnel for studies of boundary

layer transitions. The suppression of flow disturbances created by the combination of
supersonic flow and turbulent (rough} boundary layers on the test section walls has been a

serious problem that only recently has been attacked with some success. More information
on these facility requirements can be found in Beckwith et al. (1986} and in the section

Supersonic Low-Disturbance Wind Tunnel in Chapter 4.
A hypersonic wind tunnel with flow characteristics leading to a transition at the same

Reynolds numbers that would be found in flight tests has not existed in the past. The
NASA Supersonic Low-Disturbance Wind Tunnel described previously (Beckwith et al.,

1986} promises to be such a facility, but it will be limited to Mach numbers of 6 or less, and
it will be relatively small, with a test section lateral dimension of approximately 0.5 meter.

As presently perceived, a wind tunnel that is suitable for research on hypersonic
boundary layer transition should not only have the low-disturbance, clean free-stream flow
described above, but it should also be operable at Mach numbers of around 10 and allow

experiments to be performed with model surface temperatures as low as one-fifth of the
stagnation temperature without frost formation on the model. NASA should consider
building a new, quiet hypersonic facility reaching Mach 10 if it does not prove possible to
modify an existing tunnel to adequately represent boundary layer and flow conditions.

Until research clarifies how to achieve flight transition Reynolds numbers on models in
a Mach 10 to 20 wind tunnel, it cannot be promised that a large configuration development

hypersonic facility will give its users satisfactory data on transitions. Meanwhile, research
with suitable, existing hypersonic wind tunnels should be supported. In particular, the
conversion of one of these existing tunnels to a Uquiet" version by suppression or shielding

of wall disturbances, paralleling the current research on quiet supersonic tunnels (see

Chapter 4), should be initiated. The tunnel selected for this purpose should have a flow
of good quality*and not have features that would make it unduly expensive to modify to
achieve low-disturbance flow. In addition, it should not be a large facility or a facility

that is heavily scheduled for user tests. Since the same personnel and facilities to be used

in the study of low-disturbance hypersonic wind tunnel design would also be appropriate
for research on fundamental boundary layer stability and transition, the qualifications for

transition research must be met by both the facility and its key personnel.

*The NASA 21-inch hypersonic tunnel at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory has the highest flow
quality of existing hypersonic facilities; its continuous flow capability offers time to stabilise test section
temperature conditions. The feasibility of its conversion for aquiet_ tunnel operation should be examined.
Alternatively, since higher Reynolds numbers could be obtained by a quiet test section added to the
AEDC-GDF, NASA might prefer to leave this field of experimentation to the Air Force facility.
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Testing in the Regime Above Math 8 to 10

A seriousbarrierto the designof vehicleswith Mach numbers above 8 to 10 isthe

lackof adequate facilitiesto simulatefullythe flowor providethe data needed to validate

the computational techniques.This lackforceseitherconsiderableconservatismor high

riskin the design of presentand futurehigh-Mach-number aerospacesystems. Table 5-1

summarizes key hypersonic flightsimulationrequirementsin simplifiedterms (excluding

structures/materialstestrequirements,which are discussedin a latersection).The re-

quirements do not detailthe requiredflow physicsor fundamental problems which must

be understood. For example, aerodynamics requirethe correctboundary layerconditions

(laminar,transitional,orturbulent),a wind tunnelflowqualitythatmakes the resultscom-

parableto flight,and a coldwallsimulation.These requirementsmust be met beforeone

can reallyevaluatereal-gaseffects,flowequilibrium,and chemical kinetics(which are tem-
peratureand pressuresensitive).The situationforhypersonicflightisconsiderablydifferent

from that forsubsonicand low supersonicflight,where reasonablewind tunnelsimulation

of most of the key parameters can be undertaken and where CFD can be validatedto a

considerabledegree.

The requirementsforaerodynamic design,configurationoptimization,and aerodynamic

propulsionintegrationare difficultones, but the most challengingproblems are those of

aeropropulsionsimulation,where a high degree of accuracy isrequiredin the prediction

of net thrustminus drag forthe vehicle.The duplicationof pressure,temperature,Mach

number, and velocityand scaleforthepropulsionsystem leadstoconsiderationofvery-large-

flowfacilitieswith highpower requirements.At thesame time,problems offlowcomposition,

flowquality,adequacy offlightsimulation,and instrumentationare not addressedinpresent
facilities.

It is clear that near-term solutions to the full range of simulation problems are not
available, although some areas can be addressed now, or it will be feasible to address them

in the near term. The particularly difficult problems are associated with the high-Mach-
number regime. Innovative solutions that give adequate flow simulation for some or all of

the required parameters will require intensive and focused R&D activity. Several concepts,
which have been developed or explored in the past, hold possibilities of significant capability
for testing above Mach numbers of 8 to 10.

Arc Heater

As mentioned earlier,the archeaterhas been suggestedas the most likelycandidateof

the directheatingschemes becauseofitshighreservoirtemperaturecapabilities.A projected

upper limitof flightsimulationof about Mach 10 to 12 resultsfrom presentlyperceived
reservoirpressurelimitationsof around 200 atmospheres. Flow composition concerns for

propulsiontestingat thehigh-Mach-number end ofthespectrum have been addressedearlier

in thisreport.Some degreeofaerothermalsimulationofhigh-speedflightcan be achieved

by tailoringthe nozzleto match totaltemperature and pressureat the expense of Mach

number simulation.However, foraeropropulsionsimulationabove Mach 12,some technique

other than isentropicexpansion of the gas must be sought to combat the nonequilibrium
stateof the gasesenteringthe testsection.

Magnetohydrodynandc Accelerator

Magnetohydrodynamic (MHD) acceleration of the heated gas, which is one way of

adding energy to the stream, has been proposed for developing very-high-velocity flows. The



TABLE 5-1 Simulation of Hypersonic Flight

Type of Test Simulation Requirements

Simulation Method

Duplicate Relax Facility Concerns

Aerodynamic

Aerothermal

Aeropropulsion

Reproduce force

coefficient, pressure
and heating
distributions

Duplicate heating rates
and aeroshear, full-size

hardware

Conditions for proper
chemical reactions,

mixing, boundary layers,
and shocks; full-size
hardware

Mach number,

Reynolds number

Total tempera-
ture and

pressure

Pressure,

temperature,
mach number,

velocity scale

Temperature

Mach number

Real-gas effects,

flow equilibrium,

scaling

Flow composition,
test methods,

measurements

Pressure, size,

power, flow

composition, test

methods,
measurements

SOURCE: Taken from a presentation by the Arnold Engineering Development Center, U.S. Air Force, to

the Committee on Hypersonic Technology for Military Application, Air Force Studies Board.
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feasibility of the concept was verified through research accomplished nearly 20 years ago.
The concept has the important advantage that the extremely high reservoir temperatures

and pressures associated with isentropic expansion systems are not required. On the other
hand, many technical issues must be resolved before large-scale application is feasible.

Among these are MHD design scaling; channel wall heating and high-pressure operation;
large power supplies for heaters, the electric field, and the magnet; and flow quality, including

flow nonuniformity and effects of seed material. Considerable development (perhaps 4 to 10
years worth) will be required, but small-scale tests should be initiated as soon as possible

to establish practicality and to provide estimates of the costs of providing the unique
capabilities generated by this process.

Ballistic Range

An oldsolutionforexamining high-Mach-number flightisthehigh-performanceballistic

range facility.Severalfacilitiesofthistype have been inoperationformany yearsand have

providedimportant high-Mach-number data at comparativelyhigh Reynolds numbers, but

theirsmall model size,coupled with the free-flightfeature,has limitedtheircapabilityfor

obtainingcrucialdata for many hypersonicflightproblems. New studiesand experiments

have shown that an advanced, larger-scalefacilityispossiblethat would allow models of

considerablygreaterweightand sizethan thosethathave been used previously.Eithera rail

gun or an inductionacceleratorconcepthas thepotentialforlaunchinglarge-sizemodels that

would be subjectedtoa correctsimulationoftheaerodynamic and aerothermalenvironment

at very high Mach numbers. The sizeof the model would permit extensiveon-board

instrumentation,and thescaleofthe vehiclewould providean externalflowfieldwhich could

be explored by ground-based,that is,stationary,instrumentation.Liftingconfigurations

pose a furtherproblem incontrollingtrajectory.However, ifthe launcherand measurement

problems can be resolved,the facilitywould be extremely usefulfor aerodynamic and

aerothermodynamic studiesincludingreal-gaseffects,boundary layertransition,low-density

flow, and chemical kinetics.Specifictestsunder optimum conditionswould provide a
valuablesetofexperimentsforcomputational validationwith the combination ofon-board

instrumentationand externalflowinstrumentation.However, propulsionsystem testing,

includingpropulsion/airframeintegration,introducesa higherlevelofcomplexitythat may

wellbe beyond the realm ofpossibilityforballisticranges.

Free-Piston Shock/Expansion _mnel

An interestingcapabilityfor high-Mach-number testingunder appropriateconditions

has been provided by the free-pistonshock tunnel. This facilityhas the potentialof

generatingthe flightenthalpy,gas state,and gas composition needed for aeropropulsion
testing,aswellasforhigh-Mach-number aerodynamicsstudies.Seriousconsiderationshould

be paid to the possiblescalingup ofthistypeof facilityto the sizerequiredforreasonable

aerodynamic and propulsiontesting.This facilitygeneratesonly veryshorttesttimes,and

carefulconsiderationof the times requiredto develop the flowsand to generatethe full-

scalechemical kineticsisimportant. The problem of simulatingwall temperature effects

may alsobe an important element in propulsiontestingunder these conditions.Several

configurationsofthe free-pistonshock tunnelhave been proposed,each ofwhich holdssome

promise indifferentareasofthe hypersonicsimulationproblem.

Insummary, thereisatpresentno way toprovideacomplete simulationofaerodynamics
and aeropropulsionsystems athighvelocities.Some elementsofthe problems can be studied
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with present or proposed facilities, and should be exploited for CFD validation in those
areas. However, it is recommended that NASA take a fresh look at innovative concepts

and extrapolation of past experience for the long-term solution. These concepts should
be examined in pilot facilities as soon as possible to evaluate feasibility, assess scaling

difficulties, and provide some basis for cost estimates.
In the near term (about 5 years), it is believed that the only reasonable approach is

to concentrate on accurate measurements of aerodynamic and aeropropulsion flow fields

within the capabilities of existing and upgraded facilities specifically designed to provide
the basis for validating CFD codes. At the moment, CFD provides the only approach for

estimating the performance of aerodynamic and aeropropulsion systems under high-Mach-
number flight conditions. Confidence in the computations will only come from validation at

the highest Mach numbers achievable in ground-based facilities and from flight experiments
which, in turn, provide validation for the ground-based facilities and provide test data not

currently attainable on the ground.

THE ROLE OF CFD AND FLIGHT TESTING

Although hypersonicwind tunnelsare essentialforobtainingtestdata on forces,mo-

ments,pressures,temperatures,and boundary layertransition,the actualflightconditions

ofvelocity,pressure,and temperaturecannot be obtained atMach numbers above approxi-

mately 8 to 10. Because the engineisso closelyintegratedwith the airframe,the forcesand
moments must alsobe predictablewhile the engineisoperating.Realistictestresultsfor

the scramjetpower plant are even more difficultto obtain,because only when integrated

with the airplanedoes engineperformance have much meaning. Sinceburning lengthisan

important engineparameter, resultsforsubscalemodels ofenginesmay be subjecttolarge

errors.No ground-based facilityof sufficientsizeexists,or can be expected to be builtin

the near future,to testan adequatelysizedmodel ofan aircraftwith enginesthat operate

atany hypersonicNiach number.
An alternativeapproach isto relyon CFD. CFD isapowerfuldiscipline,but even CFD

isdependent on a complete understandingofthe physicsofthe boundary layer,mixing,and

combustion. This understanding remains incomplete.

As understanding of the physics grows and CFD techniquesare furtherdeveloped,

verificationofthe validityofCFD methods couldbe obtainedby running CFD calculations

for those hypersonic conditionsobtainable in wind tunnels. If agreement is obtained,

it would then give hope that CFD calculationsfor the higher velocities,pressures,and

temperatures occurringin flightwould be equally accurate. Because dissociationof air

speciesis an increasingproblem as temperature increasesat higher speeds, there is a

possibilitythat CFD methods might yieldacceptableanswers at lower Mach numbers,
where tunnelverificationispossible,and stillbe inseriouserrorathigherMach numbers.

The use of CFD to determine net thrust,by solvingthe complex dissociatedgas

combustion process and the interactionsof the exhaust gases with the airframe,isthe

greatestchallengeand has the greatestrisk. Because net thrust is a small difference

between a largegrossthrustand a largeinletdrag,even small errors(on the orderof 1 to

2 percent)can have seriouseffectson determinationof the finalnet thrust.Unfortunately,

the complete verificationofCFD thrustcalculationresultsby tunneltestingisnot feasible,

although some components of engine performance,such as the combustion efficiency,can

probably be determined from ground-based testing.
Thus, while CFD, verifiedwhere possibleby hypersonicground-based facilities,may
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provide answers up to some Mach number, finalverificationoverthe entirespeed range of

an orbitalvehiclecan onlybe found in flighttests.

FACILITIES FOR STRUCTURAL TESTING

Hypersonic Vehicle Structural Requlrements and Implications for Testing

While the committee's charter emphasized wind tunnel facilities and its principal ef-
forts have correspondingly been directed toward aerodynamics and propulsion issues, the
committee believes it must also address materials and structures issues and related test

facilities for hypersonic vehicles. This belief follows from the reality of the total integration

of aerodynamics, propulsion, and structures at hypersonic speeds. Just as air-breathing
hypersonic propulsion performance is sensitive to flow conditions over large areas of the
airframe surface, so are heating and acoustic and pressure loading of the surface sensitive to
the local laminar or turbulent state of the boundary layer and hypersonic flow field features.

In turn, the local characteristics of the boundary layer are very sensitive to both the

global and local shape of the surface. Moreover, high and variable surface temperatures
and loads, the widest possible use of hot structures to achieve the required very low

structural mass fractions, the need for liquid hydrogen (LH2) fuel, and the active cooling

of some portions of the structure all ensure that deformations will change the local and/or
global shape of the vehicle surface during flight. This aerothermoelastic behavior must be
understood and accounted for in hypersonic vehicle design.

As an illustration of projected hypersonic vehicle structural requirements, the growing
interest in air-breathing Earth-to-orbit and hypersonic cruise vehicles has highlighted the
need for significant and fundamental design changes in future hypersonic vehicles from the
designs developed for past space missions.

First, vehicle shapes will change to long, slender lifting body configurations, to provide
a controlled, high compression of air entering the propulsion system inlets. Stagnation

temperatures near the nose and lifting surface leading edges will pose fundamental design
problems for such vehicles. Furthermore, the drop-off in boundary layer temperature next
to the aircraft's outer skin with distance from these stagnation points is not so dramatic as

to make materials/structural problems elsewhere on such vehicles inconsequential. Typical
surface temperatures for a maneuvering reentry vehicle of the transatmospheric type, with
a high cross-range capability from polar orbit, are predicted to range from around 2,030 K
(3,200°F) to around 530 K (500°F) on the centerline of the aircraft from the lower surface

of the nose to the upper surface three quarters of the aircraft's length aft, respectively. For
comparison, approximate useful upper limits of temperature for typical off-the-shelf metallic

materials used in gas turbine engines and other applications are 1,800°F for Inconel 625',
1,600°F for Rene 41, and 800°F for boron/aluminum composite. Only carbon-carbon, used
on the leading edges of the Space Shuttle, can withstand the stagnation temperatures of
such vehicles.

Compared with the Space Shuttle, which sheds its structure as it proceeds to orbit,
hypersonic, air-breathing vehicles will require a much greater efficiency of the combined

structural and thermal protection systems. Although "hot structure" is clearly preferable
to an insulated or actively cooled structure from a weight and complexity standpoint, a
hot structure will not do the total job or even most of the job for hypersonic vehicles in

the near future. Major developments will be required to arrive at structural designs that
include thermal protection and/or active cooling of the structure and that will work, impose
minimum weight penalties, and provide rapid turnaround. The tile passive insulation system
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provided by the Space Shuttle's outer surface of tile is a first-generation system that is not
satisfactory with regard to the last of the three criteria given above, however successful it

may be in other respects. Since hot structure will be used to the maximum possible degree,
and at the same time, the hottest portions of the vehicle (sharp leading edges and engine

structure)willlikelyrequireactivecooling,thermal and mechanical effectson structure

cannot be decoupled as they are in the Space Shuttle,and LH_ and gaseous hydrogen

(GH2) willcoexistwith the hot structure.
The severityofthe above-mentioned requirementsmakes itclearthathypersonicstruc-

turaltestingfacilitiesarenecessaryforthedevelopment ofhypersonicair-breathingcruiseor

transatmosphericvehicles.Their use must be integratedwith CFD analyses,aerodynamic
wind tunneltests,thermostructuralanalysis,and flightteststo defineboundary layerflow

characteristics,structuraldesignrequirementsand performance,and vehicleperformance.

Existing NASA Hypersonic Structural Testing Facilitles

Langley Research Center

Inthe 1950s and 1960s,LaRC was thefocalpointofNASA researchon high-temperature

structuresand thermal protectionsystems for high-speedflightin the atmosphere and for

space vehiclereentry.Since the early1970s,much ofLangley'shigh-temperaturestructures
researchhas been a jointactivitywith the Dryden FlightResearch Facility(DFRF) of

the ARC. LaRC surplusedantiquatedhigh-temperaturestructurestestequipment in the

late 1970s and now conducts mostly basic R&T to develop high-temperature structure

concepts and analysismethodologies. Dryden handles most of LaRC's testingof large
structuralelements and components, includingsuch functionsas testmethods definition,

instrumentation,and test/analysiscorrelation.

LaRC, however, stilloperatesone ofNASA's major testfacilitiesfordetermining the

thermal and pressureloadson hypersonicvehicleengineand airframestructures:the 8-foot

high temperature tunnel (HTT). The 8-footHTT was activatedin the mid-1960s and has

been used for over 20 years for aerothermoload and aerothermostructuretesting.Itisa

blowdown facilitycapable of 30 to 120 seconds of flow at a nominal Mach number of 7

through a testsection8 feetin diameter and 12 feetin length.Figure 5-3 isa schematic
of the tunnel in which other facilitydimensions are shown and a listof the currently

availablevaluesofthe operationalparameters isincluded.The 8-footHTT's currenttest

medium, consistingofthe combustion products ofmethane and air,willnot support further

combustion, and NASA wishes to expand itsutilityfor propulsiontesting.Therefore,a

C-of-F upgrade isunder way to add O_ and nozzlesfortestingat Mach numbers of 4,5,

and 7. Operationalparameters expected afterthisupgrade are listedin Figure 5-3. The

currentstatusof the facilityand the planned modificationshave been describedin more

detailby Reubush et al.(1987).The 8-footHTT isstilloperationalin itsbasicmode, but

willbe deactivatedforapproximately 1 yearbeginninginmid-1988 whilemodificationsare

undertaken.Itisexpected to resume researchoperationsinApril1990 and willcontinueto

includestructuresheatingand loadingtestsamong itsuses.

Latent LaRC testcapabilityincludesan ActivelyCooled Test Stand (ACTS) forcom-

bined loading and heating testsof structuralpanelscooled with circulatingwater-glycol
solutions.The ACTS iscurrentlylocatedwith the 8-footHTT and willbe moved before

mid-1988 toone of two areas.At one location,itsreactivationfortestswith LH2 coolingis

feasibleand has been proposed,but not funded.
This restorationoftheACTS to activeduty isone elementofa LaRC-proposed Thermal
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TUNNEL CHARACTERISTICS

Test medium: oxygen-enriched methane-air combustion gases

Mach numbers: 4 5 5.8to7.3

Reynolds number (million per foot):
Total pressure (psia):

Total temperature (deg R):

Dynamic pressure (psf):

Maximum test time (see):

Simulated altitude (kft):

2.5 1.4 0.3 to 2.2

155 270 150 to 2,400

1,640 2,350 2,400 to 3,600

1,650 1,285 250 to 1,800
40 200 120

60 75 80 to 130

FIGURE 5-3 Schematic and operational characteristics of the Langley 8-foot high-temperature tunnel.

SOURCE: National Acronatrlics and Space. A drnl'rlietratio_

Structures Test Complex for use in a vigorous R&T effortto prepare for future hypersonic

vehicles. The cost of restoring and extending this test capability isprojected by NASA to

be about $2.5 million.

LaRC also has operational a materials testing laboratory and has proposed a C-of-F

expansion ofthis capabilityin fiscalyear 1990 to support an accelerated effortin lightalloys

for future hypersonic vehicle airframes. The cost of this facilityupgrade isprojected by
NASA to be $4.4 million.

A new Thermal Acoustic Loads and Fatigue Research Laboratory has been proposed

by LaRC as a C-of-F project in fiscalyear 1990. One of itstest functions issimulation and

measurement of thermal acoustic loads and the resultingstructural response and fatigue life

of panels subject to either a hypersonic jet or turbulent boundary layer at Mach numbers

from 3 to 9. A preliminary engineering report on the facilitywill be prepared in fiscalyear

1988. NASA's estimate of the projected cost of this facilityis$13 million.

Lewis Research Center--Plum Brook Station

Three major facilitiescapable of thermostructural testswith LH2 or GH2 exist at the

LeRC's Plum Brook Station. These are large, space vehicle development facilitiesthat

represent a major U.S. investment.

The Spacecraft Propulsion Research Facility (B-2) isshown in Figure 5-4 as itmight

be used to test NASP structural segments. Ithas a 38-foot-diarneter,55-foot-high stainless

steel test chamber with a 27-foot-diameter access door at the top and a 20-ton bridge

crane for test hardware assembly. It can sustain a vacuum environment to 10-8 torr or
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FIGURE 5-4 B-2 test facilitystructuraltest of NASP airframe section. SOURCE: National Aeronautic_

and Space Adn=r_stra_on.

inertgas environments with positivepressure.Ithas a built-incryogeniccoldwall and a

56,000-gallonLH2 storagecapacityand isdesignedto handle LH2-fueledtestarticlessafely.

Its15-megawatt reserveelectricpower forquartzlamp thermal simulationisexpandable to

80 megawatts. It has a 250-ton floorload capabilitywith hard pointsfor structuralload

reactions.

The ]3-2facilityhas been on standby and has had routinefacilitymaintenance since

1974. A reactivationfeasibilitystudy in early1987 found that allsystems are inexcellent

conditionand thatestimatedreactivationcostsare$1.0millionto $1.4million.The vacuum

tank/system ofthisfacilityhas alreadybeen reactivated.Additionalfunds are requiredfor

ancillaryequipment to support structuraltesting.
A secondmajor facilityatthePlum Brook Stationthatissuitableforfull-and large-scale

structuraltestingisthe Space Power Facility.This facilityhas the largestnuclear-rated,
controlled-environmenttestchamber inthe world--a 100-foot-diameter,122-foot-highalu-

minum chamber surrounded by a heavy concreteenclosure.Structuraltestcapabilities

include temperature and structuralload simulation;experience includeshandling GH2
inside the chamber. Reactivation costs are estimated by NASA at $4 million. Again,

additional funding is required to support structural testing.
The third potentially useful Plum Brook Station capability for hypersonic structures
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testingis the so-calledK-site: the Cryogenic PropellentTank Lab. Designed to test

cryogenicpropellenttank insulationsystems over a long time period,thisfacilityhas a

25-foot-diametersphericaltestchamber, can simulatethe space vacuum and temperature

environment, and can handle experiments involvingLH2. Itfeaturesa shakersystem for

structuralvibrationtests.A reactivationstudy iscurrentlyunder way. This facilityshould
be usefulfortestsofhypersonicvehiclecryogenictank structures.

LeRC has no currentor planned structuresR&D thatrequiresuse of the above three

facilities.Thus, theirfurtherreactivationinthe near term willrequirethe userto pay reac-

tivationand modificationcostsand to providemost ofthe manpower forfacilityoperation.
Plans forfurtherreactivationof LeRC's Plum Brook Stationfacilitiesare limitedto

the fourthmajor facilityat thatsite,the Hypersonic Tunnel Facility(HTF). The HTF is

a blowdown facilityprovidingtruetemperature,altitude,and aircomposition simulation

at Machs 5, 6, and 7 in a 42-inch-diameterstream; itcan handle GH2- or LH2-fueled

testarticles.Reactivationand the additionof Mach 10 capabilityare proposed at costs

of $4.6millionand $5 million,respectively.The HTF's principaluse willcontinueto be

propulsiontestswith combustion,but itcan be used fordefiningheat and pressureloading
on scaledairframestructureas wellasenginestructure.

Ames Research Center--Dryden FlightResearch Facility

The ARC-Dryden FlightResearch Facilityhas NASA's onlycurrentlyoperationalfacil-

ityforthermostructuraltestingoflargestructuralcomponents,full-scaleaircraftstructures,

and complete flightvehicles.The FlightLoads Research Facility(FLRF) was constructed

in 1966 forcombined loadingand quartzlamp heatingteststosimulatehigh-speedflight.It

consistsofa testareawith a highbay,a 120× 150-footreinforcedfloor,and anchor pointsfor
reactingtestloads.There areadjacentsupportlaboratoriesand a second-floorcontrolroom

overlookingthe testarea.The FLRF's modern data acquisitionand controlsystem (DACS)
has 1,280data channels,includesnumerous variedreal-timedata displays,and allowsdirect

digitalthermal controlof 510 heating zones. This system allowsthree simultaneoustest
activities.

The FLRF cannot, however, safelyaccommodate testswith LH2, eitherin cryogenic
tank simulationsor in testswith activecooling. Dryden thus has proposed two new

facilities:a Cryogenic StructuresTest Apparatus (CSTA), to provide near-term,limited

testingcapability,and a major LiquidHydrogen StructuralTest Facility(LHSTF), to serve

nationalneeds for testingfuturelarge-scalehypersonicvehiclestructures.A concept for

the CSTA isshown in Figure5-5.The facilitywould providean initialtestcapabilityfor

2×2-foot,activelycooledtestpanelsunder loadingand under quartzlamp heating.Studies

to definethe facility,site,and requiredfunding are under way. The goal isto have an

operationalfacilityinapproximately 15 months, from time ofapproval.

The LHSTF would be the firstphase inthe proposed activationof a facilitycapable of

ground-based testsof full-scalehypersonicvehiclestructuresthat,with interrelatedflight

testing,are designedto provideconfidenceforstructurequalificationand hypersonicvehicle
certification.While testsoffull-scale,completehypersonicvehiclestructureswould not be

accommodated by thisfirst-phasefacility,itwould be a complete laboratoryforcomplex

loading and heating teststhat simulateflightmechanical and thermal loads on full-scale,
largesegments ofthe hypersonicvehiclestructure.Testswould involvehot structuresinthe

presenceofcryogenicfluids,includingLH2. The LHSTF was initiallyproposed forthe C-of-

F budget offiscalyear 1989 but has been resubmittedforfiscalyear1990. Itsdefinitionand

planning are welladvanced (Dryden FlightResearch Facility,1987; National Aeronautics



FIGURE 5-5 Cryogenic Structures Test Apparatus. SOURCE: NationalAeronauticsand SpaceAdrrdr_tration.
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Operations
support
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FIGURE 5-6 Liquid Hydrogen Structur_l Test Facility testing complex. SOURCE: National Aeronautics

and Space Administm6on.

and Space Administration, 1987). Its cost is estimated by NASA to be $13 million. This

first-phase facility is intended to support LaRC's base R&T efforts as well as DFRF flight
tests.

The first-phase LHSTF is planned to consist of large and small test cells (Figure 5-6),
with various support buildings for operations, data acquisition, and test control. For tests

with LH2 or other cryogenic fuels, the test cell would be purged with an inert gas. Test
personnel would operate from remote stations in the support buildings.

The LHSTF is intended to be a satellite of the ARC-Dryden FLRF and would be
compatible with and use the existing test support capability of the FLRF as needed. In

particular, the LHSTF would make use of the FLRF DACS. However, for safety reasons, its
site would be at least 1,200 feet from the nearest occupied building or public road.

Finally, it should be noted that ARC's existing arcjet facilities and proposed additions
are potentially useful for simulating airframe surface pressures and temperatures and the ef-
fects thereon of flow chemistry, especially in the hottest stagnation point areas of hypersonic
vehicles.

Committee Assessment and Comments Regarding Structural Testing Facilities

The design, production, and operation of air-breathing hypersonic cruise and Earth-to-

orbit vehicles that are practical (that is, producible, cost-effective, productive, and reliable)
clearly require significant technical advances in materials, structural and thermal protection

concepts, and thermostructural analysis methods. These enabling advances in technology
will not be produced in only a few years. Furthermore, they will not be achieved without
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a vigorous and stable R&D effort by experienced personnel with adequate test facilities for

technology development and verification.
Such facilities are needed to advance understanding by means of two kinds of tests, which

at this writing appear to be separable. The first is to determine local skin temperatures and

pressures and surface chemistry effects. Such experiments are likely to require full Mach and
Reynolds numbers and total enthalpy, as well as real-gas aspects and surface emissivities.
It is not clear that anything other than scale can be relaxed in ground testing, and it is

likely that the real operational structural environment will only be completely determined

through actual flight tests. The second kind of test is to proride these skin temperatures

and pressures on full-scale structural elements and determine the effect on the structure;
here, Mach and Reynolds numbers are likely to be of little consequence. Because transient
conditions are so likely to be important, however, heating rate and pressure time histories

are likely to be part of the information desired in the first kind of test and part of the facility

simulation capability required for the second.
While separable, both kinds of tests must be performed and the results related in a

closed cycle by virtue of the sensitive dependence of boundary layer flow conditions on
surface shape and motion and the dependence of surface deformation, in turn, on boundary

layer transient pressures and resulting thermal gradients. Note that if true flow conditions
at the highest Mach numbers are only achievable in flight, interrelated (perhaps alternate)

flight and ground-based structural tests of complete vehicles will be required for structure

qualification and vehicle certification.
Operational NASA materials and structures test facilities exist for support of the long-

term R&T efforts needed to achieve t_echnology readiness for the operational hypersonic
vehicles of the next century. However, their number and current condition, reflecting the

near hiatus of such R&T for the last 15 years, are obviously deficient. No operational NASA

facility can currently support cryogenic cooling, heating, and loading test requirements for

hypersonic structural components containing liquid hydrogen.
NASA center proposals for hypersonic structures-related facility modifications and ad-

ditions properly recognize the need for a substantial increase in NASA's long-range-focused
base R&T and systems technology efforts. Proposed future facilities include one (the ARC-

Dryden LHSTF) that is well-suited to support the nation's future need for demonstration,
qualification, and certification testing. Since the LHSTF, even in its proposed (first-phase)
form, will be operational too late for the NASP X-30 experimental transatmospheric vehicle,

options for creation or actuation of near-term limited test capability are included in NASA
center proposals. To assure that these long- and short-term facility proposals indeed meet
national requirements, NASA has initiated a one-year study with five airframe companies
to establish structural integrity certification requirements and corresponding test facility

requirements.
NASA center facility proposals now need to be brought together in a central NASA plan

for long- and short-term facility actions. The plan's definition, approval, and implementa-
tion with respect to early needs for NASP program support should not wait for completion

of the above-mentioned one-year study.
The committee agrees that each of NASA's centers involved in materials and structures

technology should have facilities for hypersonic materials and structures tests of specimens
to the size of small structural components. These should include facilities for simultaneously

applying flight loads and temperatures, with liquid hydrogen active cooling or simulated
storage. The committee recommends approval of the pending center proposals that would

accomplish this goal.
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For near-term development work, NASA should complete the reactivation of the Lewis-
Plum Brook Station test facilities with minimum required changes and additions. While

NASA Plum Brook Station personnel would presumably need to oversee and operate the
facility, the industrial user could be responsible for personnel and equipment to conduct the
tests.

For long-term support of the DoD and industry in development, qualification, and
certification of hypersonic structures for future cruise and transatmospheric vehicles, NASA
should proceed with construction and activation of the Liquid Hydrogen Structural Test

Facility at the ARC-Dryden Flight Research Facility. This recommendation recognizes the
established activity, staff, and related facility (i.e., FLRF) at Dryden; the probable utiliza-

tion of Dryden for flight testing of air-breathing hypersonic vehicles; and the probable need
for the facilities in place at the LeRC-Plum Brook Station facility for future long-term tests
of Space Station structures. Toward the same end, NASA should also proceed with con-

struction of the LaRC-proposed Thermal Acoustic Loads and Fatigue Research Laboratory,
if such a step is supported by the current examination of test facility requirements that
NASA has initiated with five airframe companies.
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Acronyms and Abbreviations

ACTS

AEDC

ARC

ASEB

ASTF

CFD

C-of-F

CSTA

DACS

DFRF

DNW

DoD

FLRF

GDF

GH2

GN2
HLFC

HTF

LaRC

LEFT

LeRC

LFC

LH2
LHSTF

LN2

MHD

NACA

NAE

NASA

NASP

ActivelyCooled Test Stand

Arnold EngineeringDevelopment Center

Ames Research Center

Aeronautics and Space Engineering Board

Aeropropulsion Systems Test Facility
Computational Fluid Dynamics
Construction of Facilities

Cryogenic structures test apparatus
Data Acquisition and Control System
Dryden Flight Research Facility
Deutsch Neiderlandischer Windkanal

Department of Defense
Flight Loads Research Facility
Gas Dynamics Facility

Gaseous hydrogen
Gaseous nitrogen

Hybrid laarfinar flow control
Hypersonic Tunnel Facility
Langley Research Center
Leading Edge Flight Test
Lewis Research Center
Laminar flow control

Liquid hydrogen
Liquid hydrogen structural test facility

Liquid nitrogen
Magnetohydrodynamic
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
National Aeronautical Establishment (Canada)

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

National Aerospace Plane
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NRC

R&D

R&T

TPT

USAF

VSTOL

National Research Council

Research and development
Research and technology
Transonic Pressure Tunnel
United States Air Force

Vertical and short takeoff" and landing
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Appendix B
Committee's Statement of Task

The objective of the committee is to identify future major national aeronautical facility

requirements and the status of current facilities to satisfy the projected requirements. In the

process identify what needs to be done with existing facilities, and the need for new facilities
to satisfy projected requirements. Concentrate on NASA facilities taking into consideration
other government and industry facilities. Identify those actions required to provide the

future capabilities considered most important.
The plan, in response to the objectives identified by NASA, will be carried out by the

ASEB committee through:

1. Assessing the expected national demand for wind tunnel testing in terms of types
of facilities and the extent of testing required, while being cognizant of the influence of

computation methods on wind tunnel testing.
2. Reviewing NASA, other government, and industry assessments of the adequacy of

major national wind tunnels to meet projected test demand. The review will include the
need for rehabilitation and upgrading of facilities and consider the need for new facilities
for test conditions not obtainable in present facilities even if modified.

3. Assigning priorities to various wind tunnel facility actions in broad categories such

as "critical," "very important," Umoderately important," or Uno longer useful."

The basic data for the study is to be provided by NASA through a special study team

chartered by NASA.
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